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ABSTRACT

FOA}4-MAT DEHYDRATION OF ONIONS

By
DESMOND YIU-KWONG FUNG

Theproductionofonionpowderbythefoam-mat
process utilizing hot air and microwave energy $ras
stud.ied.Spanishyellowonions(ll3totalsolids)were
pureedandfoamedintwoseparatestabilizersystems.
Ïnsometrials,fixedamountsofwhitecorndextrinwere
addedtoenhancethewhippingpropert'iesofthepurees
byincreasingthetota1so1idscontentstoL9zand24%
respectively. Two stabilizer: systems (a monoglycerid'e
andapolyglycerolester)\\lereevaluatedontheirfoam-,.....l.
inducing and stabilizing properties ' The foams were

::,,',,',,
:j :: ì;_:

preparedbywhippin9thepureeSwithfourdifferent
levels of stabilizer (1%, 1'3U I L'52' 22)' The foams
were characterized by density, oven stability, and
i.,.:,,,:.

quality

aI.1

The foams prepared under controlled conditions

weresuccessfullydriedinÈwodiffere'nt:dryingsystems:
hot,-air convection, and mùcrowave radiation. In the hot
airsystem,foamsofthreetotalsolidscontents(11u'
two
Lgz, 242) r d.ifferent densities (0.25 0.49 g/nL) and
thicknesses (3.2 mm, 6.4 rnm) WeÈe dried at two ùemperatures
(60oC, 70oC). The drying times hTere recorded in the range
of 15-60 minutes. In the microwave system' foams of 113
total solid.s, and two thicknesses (6.4 mmr 12.7 mm) Were
dried at two forward po!üer leveIs (1.0 kvf, I.5 kW)' The
range of drying times was from L4-26 minutes'
The foam-mat dried gnj'an products were evaluated

by their moisture contents' reconstitution rates, color'
and aroma"

ThisstudydemonstraÈedsomeoftheadvantages
offered by the foam-rnat drying process' such as short
drying times with low temperatures' and products with

desirable color and reconstitution rates ' Micro\^lave
the
heating also proved to have the potential in improving
productthroughputbyvirtueofitsabílitytoùmprovethe
drying rates.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Dehydration is one of the oldest means of food
preservation. To-day, dehydrated foods span a wide spectrum

of food products, the major commodities are dairy (milk and
whey) productsr e99s, fruits, vegetables, coffee' tea' and
meat (Table f). Some of these products are dried not for
the sake of preservation but for convenience. Dehydrated
foods are especially favored by the food service industry
and the food manufacturers mainly because of their lower
transportation and storage costs, prolonged shelf-liñe,
and their compatibilit,y with other ingredients in dry food
mixes. The retail market for dehydrated foods is also
growing at, a raPid rate.

fn the Unite.il Stat'es, more than 3,776 million
pounds of dehydrated foods worth over 1.4 billion dollars
(wholesale) s¡ere produced in 1970. Among the dehydrated
vegetables, the major growth has been in potatoes' followed
by onions, garlic, and' peppers. In fact, the production
of dry onions and garlic doubled between 1965 and ]-970
(Table2).In1970,20to25zoftheonioncropand

TABLE 1:

PRODUCTION] OF' DETIYDRATED FOQDS

:¡fi TÍIE UNITED

iro-ns, igàe' o 'rgz'o*
(millions of

dry weight basis)

Pounds '

t966

19 70

2 1273

2,32L

892

8L7

330

373

Eggs

52

75

Meat, & PoultrY

NA

24

I

I

L66

165

3,714

3,7L6

FOOD CATEGORY
;i. !

.. ,.

î;"

Dairy products
Fruits
Vegetables

Fish

Coffee & Tea
TOTAL

Source: Annual rePorts of the
Service.

USDA

Adapted from Van Arsdale'('19'73)

Statistical RePorting

3

ta"tE ,Z r,

pBpOuCtfOm

O¡

onn

fO*a*æo O*fqmS' u Ce*I.¡fC

UN'I

(millions of pounds, dry weight basis)

YEAR

ONTONS

GARLTC

1965

36.0

11.6

197Q

86 .5

2l'.9

Source: American Dehydrated onion & Garlic Assoc.
(1971)

-

Adapted from ,tttt-

^o=da:Ie

'(1'9'7'3) .

more than goz of the garlic crop \^7ere dehydrated. Tn
canada, over 200 million pounds of onions are produced

annually (Statistics Canada). Very little

of these are

dehydrated.

Dehydrated foods are not without short-comings.
Apart from the high unit processing costs, and. poor

quality of texture and flavor in some foods, the d'iversity
of the food product,s also demands some unique processing
methods. Some of these methods in use to-day are air
drying, drum drying, spray drying, foam-mat drying' vacuumpuff drying, and freeze drying. The select.ion of drying
method is d.etermined by economic factors. qualiÈy requirements, and raw material characteristics'
heat sensitive products such as milkr ê99sr
tomato, citrus and tropical fruits are dehydrated, the
finished quality is 1ar9e1y dependent on the time
temperature conditi-ons to which they are exposed. one
way of dehydrating these products is by means of foam-mat
drying. This method offers short drying times with low
wTren

temperatures and the final products have excellent
Although the foam structure hinders
reconstitutability.
heat transfer, it favors the escape of water vapor. rhe

is the dominating factor in producing
increased drying rates characteristic of the foam-mat
process. Basically, the product to be foam-mat dried is
concentrated. or comminuted into a puree which is then
whipped into a low density stif f foam with the aid o:f a foefiÌ
inducing agent or stabilizer. The foam is spread in thin
layers upon trays or a continuous belt and dried by heated
latter

phenomenon

air.
one way of overcoming the heat transfer problem
inherent in the foam system is by means of microwave heating
ïn contrast to conventional heating, microwave energy pene-

trates beyond the surfaces of food materials and dissipates
evenly internally. Another unique characteristic of micro\^7aves is the selective energy absorption exhibited by some
materials, especially water. Thus, if the amount of microwave energy is properly regulated, food product'S can be
dried. without getting grossly overheated'
The foam-mat drying process is slow1y gaining
popularity in Japan and the united states. At present,

orange, grapefruit, pineapPle, berry, and tomato powders

are being

mad.e.

'

':1.'..:-:
':

a:

"1"

-: l:

',i",.

:

of this thesis v¡as to study the
application of the foam-mat drying process on a heat
sensitive prOduct - onion. The main areas of conceTn \^/ere?
1) foam production and evaluation; 2l drying characteristics
of foam in hot air and microwaves; and 3) product evaluation'
The. purpose

,.;

CHAPTER 2
REVTEW OF T,ITERATURE

is the vi¡itualty complete removal
of water from foods under controlled conditions which cause
minimum or ideally no other changes in the food properties
(Potter 1973). Food is dehydrated for three major reasons:
(1) preservation (microbiological and chemical stability) ;
(2) cost reduction in storage and transporÈation (reduction
in bulk and weight); and (3) convenience.
Food dehydration

fn principle, the dryi-ng process involves two
separate physical phenomena which occur simultaneously:
(1) the transfer of heat into the product, and (2) the
transfer of mass (water) out of the product. Holsworth
(,llZlJ attributed the following to be the main factors which
affect the rate of drying, (a) physåcal i2roperties
of the product; (b) geometrical arrangement of product in
relation to heat transfer surface or medium; (c) physical
properties of drying environment, and (d) characÈeristics
of the drying experiment.

2.1

The Mechanism of Drvinct

dried, the rate of water removal
is not constant throughout, the entire drying cycle.
Generally, two distinct stages representing different
mechanisms of drying are observed.; these are the constant
rate period, and the falling rate period (BorgsÈrom 1968;
potter 1973; Van Arsdale 1973). The constant rate period
occurs at the beginning of drying, and for some time
thereafter, when water evaporates from the food piece at
a constant and rapid rate as if it were drying from a free
surface. As drying progresses, the surface of the material
dries out gradually. This leaves behind an insulation
barrier against heat Èransfer to the center of the food
piece. Furthermore, the moisture from the center now has
when foods are

a longer way to travel to the surface. consequently, the
drying rate slows down. This stage of the drying cycle
is called the falling rate period which continues until
equilibrium moisture content has been reached'
Inanyd.ryingoperation,heatistransferredas
a result of conduction, convection or radiation, and in
some cases a combination of these effects. The rate of
heat transfer is influenced':þy temtr>eratrlre' hu¡nidity' air

velocityandtheorientationofthematerial.Mass
transfer, i.e. the migration of water within the sample
and through the residual dried mass, is controlled largely
by the physical properties of the product' Drying is
initiated when heat is transferred to a wet surface' As
atemperaturegradientdevelopsfromtheheatedsurface
inwards, there occurs a migration of moisture from within
the food particle to the surface. Gorltng (1958); Marshalland Friedman (fgSO) theorj-zed several physical mechanisms
pertaining to the movement of water: (1) liquid movement
under capillary forces i Q) diffusion of liquid caused
by a dj-fference in concentration; (3) flow caused by
shrinkage and pressure gradients; (4) flow caused by
gravity; and. (5) flow caused by vaporization - condensation
sequence. ïIaflqaùhy.(1'968,11:)proposed. that all movement of
moistureinaporousmat.erialtakesplaceinthegaseous
phase. This theory applies wetl to drying low moisture
materials. At higher moistur:e contents, however, capillary
and/or surface diffusion will take place in addition to
the transport of water in the gaseous phase (King 1968) '
Det,ailed descriptions of the mechar,lism of drying and the
quantitative aspects of heat and mass transfers are well
reviewed

bY

L973 and Bomben

et al

Å-97E

rQ

of the advantages of the foam-mat process
is short drying times. one reason is that liquid moves
more easily through a dry foam structure than through a
-(197.Ð
dense layer of the same mat'erial. Van Arsdale
attributed three mechanisms to þe involved in foam
drying: (1) capillary action along the dry interstices,
(2) evaporation inside bubble sPaces, and (3) g'aseous
diffusion through the thin outer dry waI1s.
One

The practice of foam drying dates back to 1918

to lfashington for a vacuum
drying process of food extracts and beverages (Hertzendo-Lf
and Moshy 1970). Since then several foam drying processes
have been developed. These include vacuum-puff drying,

when a patent was issued

foam-spray drying, and foam-mat drying.

2.2.1

Vacuum-Puff Ðrying

a thin film of liquid is put under vacuum
conditions, puffing or foaming of Èhe film will occur. The
result of foaming is to impart a more rigid structure to
the product and to increase the surface area for moisture
Vühen

11

diffusion. This process has been successfully applied to
juice concentrates of orange, with and without corn syrup
solids, apple, grape, deputped tomato and depulped pineapple (Strashun and Talburt 1953), and milk (Sinnamon et
al 1957). The vacuum-puff method is reported to work well
\^iith depulped materials. rt is believed thaÈ the pulp
affects the surface tension of the mass or decreases its

elasticity,

and interferes with the expansíon effect

(Noyes 1969)

.

The foamed products offer rapid reconstitution'
even in cold water (stTashun and Ta;,Lburt i1953) ; (Reeve
et al 1959). However, like prod'ucts with high surface

areas, they are hygroscopic and undergo oxidative degradation easily. Aroma retention in some products is quite
unsatisfactory, and flavor add-back is requiredr e.9.
oraRge oil on sorbitol is added back to orange powder
(strashun and Talburt 1958).

2.2.2 _

Foam-SPraY Drying

Althoughspray.dryingislimitedtofoodsthat
can be atomized, such as liquids and low viscosity pastes
or purees, it is by far the most extensively used method

I2

of dehydration. Products like instant coffee, soluble
tea, non-fat milk solids and powdered egg are produced
by this technique.

.i:,
,,;i
tt _'.t,itt
,

,,

The efficiency of spray-d'rying is determi'ned

by the particle size during drying' Some limited control
of particle siZe is possible throUgh techniques of atomization, variation of the nature and concenÈration of the feed
liquor, and the air temperaÈure and air flow pattern' For
greater cont,rol over particle size during drying' the feed
material can be foamed before atomization. Incorporation

ofgas(e.g.air,carbondioxide,nitrogen)resulÈsina
greater expansion of the spray droplets and particles'
increases their surface area, lowers Èheir density and
facilitates their heat transfer, and thus increases the
effectiveness of the heating med.ium. (Noyes 1969). R'eich
and Johnston {1957) have found that the spray-drying time
is proportional to the square of the particle diameter, to
the water,/solids ratio in the feed, and' to the bulk
density of the dry product. since the amount of gas incorporated into the feed determines the foam density, which

in turn governs producÈ bulk density, the foaming or gas
inflation level can be used to control the drying time
andtheproductmoisturecontent.Thefoam-sprÊyed

,,,.,,..,,
":lt"-',,"'
l

,.,t, l., t

,.::'

',..,',

,

,

13

products are characterized by particles having many
internal spaces, separated by thin walls' During recon-

stitutionrsuchproductsdispersequicktyandcompletely
with no sedimentation.
2.3

Foam-Mat Drying

Thefoam-matprocesswasdevelopedbyMorgan
) ; later developments have also
et al (fg59, 1960
et
been described by Bissett et al (1963, 1973), Ginnett
al (1963), and Berry et al (1967, 1972) ' Unlike vacuumpuff drying, foam-mat drying is operated at atmosþheric

pressure.HertzendorfandMosh.y(1970),VanArsdale(1973)

havegivenexcellentreviewsonthefoam-matprocess'
while Noyes (1969ì, has compi.led the foam-mat processes
patented from 1960 to 1968' In general' the process
involves these essent,ial sÈeps:. (I) a liquid concentraÈe
orpureeofthefoodisconvertedintoastablefoamby
incorporatingasmallamountofsurfaceactiveagentand'
asubstantialamountofairorothernon-toxicgas.Q)
to
The foam is dried at atmospheric pressure by hot air
formathinporoussheetormat.(3)Thematiscompressed
(Noyes
and disintegrated to yield a free-flowing powder
Ie69).

t4

2

.3. I

Foam

Preparation

are dispersions of gas bubbles in a continuous liquid or solid phase (Bikerman 1960). Foaming may
be achieved by either bubbling or whipping. ward (1976)
has reviewed the foam theories put forth by OeVries (1958) I
Foams

Alikonis (1960) ' Wolnak (1960), Glicksman (1968) r and
several others. A general treatise on foams was provided
by Bikerma4 ,Q!!1) .
vüith the except,ion of a few food products (e.g.
egg wtrite, whole milk concentrate), most foods require the
addition of foaming agents to effect foam formation.

stabilizers commonly used are glycerol monostearate,
sucrose palmitate, and a multitude of hydrophilic colloids
such as methyl cellulose, gums and starches (MorEan et al
1960; Eolkin 1962). Gunther (1964arb) was awarded patents
on the use of a mixture of enzyme modified' by protein
and ether of cellulose. The proportion of stabilizer used
will vary depending on the properties of the product and
the stabilizer in question. In general, o.1å to 2.02 by
weight of stabiLízer (based on the total solids in the

Foam

food product) may be employed (chandak and chivate 1972).

I5

several factors other than the type and level of
stabilizershavebeenfoundtoaffectfoamproductionand
Hart et al (1963) studied a wide range of food
stability.
productsandinvestigated'variablessuchassolidscontent,
fluid consistencies, type and rate of agitation, temperatureoffoaming,andwhippingtime.Bates(1964)did
similar studies on tropical fruit products'
2.3.2

Foam

Evaluation

The first

and most important step in foam-mat

dryingistheformationofasuitableandstablefoam.
foamAccording to tt.tt et al (1963) I foams to be used in
matdryingmusthavetheabilitytowithstandavariety
of processing cond.itions including pumping, spreading'
cratering and extrusion, as well as drying. Apart from
themanyvariablesmentionedbyllartetalandBates'foam
rate
stability is also dependent upon bubble size, and the
of heating of the foam (Noyes 1969) ' The rate of foam
collapseduringdryingcanonlybedeterminedempirically.
In order to determine the suitability of the
foam for foam-mat drying, several authors have d'evised
(1966)
methods of foam charact'erization. LaBellê
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characterized foams hy measuring the rates of change of
foam density, viscosity, d'rainage, bubble size and light
transmission. Bêrry êt A1 (1965) described the technique

ofphot.omicroscopyforthedeterminationofbubblesize
index.
2

.3.3

Foam-Mat Drying Te'chniques

one of the major advantages offered by the foam-

matprocessisrapiddryingrateswithlowtemperatures.
Althoughfoamsaretypified.byverylowthermalconduc.
tivity(i.e.poorheattransfer)rtheexpandedstructure
phenomenon
enhances the movement of moisture. The latt'er
is responsible for the r.elaLiVeÏyJ, high rates of drying'
Varioustime-temperaturedryingstudieshavebeendone
êt al (1965,

1967)

.

The original foam':mat model as developed by
a
Morqan et al (1959).called for spreading the foam on
tray or belt in a layer 1/8 inch t'hick and drying with

'

crossflow air at temperatures' beÈ*¡een 136=.L9Òof . Drying

timesh/ere60minutesinmostcases.Theoriginalmodel
the
\^Ias later modified. An improved technique called

L7

spaghetti process involved extruding t'he foam in the
form of L/L6 - I/8 inch diameter spaghetti-like strips.
Komanowsky et al (1964) studied the mass transfer rate of

suchstripsoffoamsandfoundthatdryingtimeshrere
inversely related to the square of the thickness, indicating
a dif fusion-controlling mechanism'
Another technique caIled the perforated mat
Morgan (1961). A layer of foam about L/8 inch thick is
deposited on a perforated tray. The foam is then perforated

or cratered by impinging against the mat spaced jets of
gas d.irected at the bottom of the tray. The cratered foam
has a larger surface area and dries faster (Uoyes 1969) '
Foam cratering also improves throughput because the cratered
trays can be dried by through circulation in a vertical
stack. A continuous cratering and drying system was developed by the v,Iestern Regional Research Laboratories ' usDA
(Rockwell et al 1962). A scaled-up commercial version of
this system \nras later developed by chemet Engineers, Inc.r
(Siorqren L962\ .
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Stillanotherrefinementofthebasicfoam-mat
process is called the Mic.roflakeT process. This technique
involves the drying of a continuqus Sheet of foam 20 milsl
thick on a rapidly moving stainless st'eel belt (anon" 1964) '
Ileat transfer is improved by heating the belt from below
with sÈeam, and above by a high velocity air stream'
been
Drying times one tenth of the standard processes have
reported.MicroflakedehydraÈionhasbeenappliedto
atleast2Sfoodproductsrangingfromhigh-pectinfruits
andvegetablestocolloidalsubstancessuchasgelatin,
includ.ing tacky substances such as molasses and maple
syrup; high-fat whipped toppings and cheesei and beverages
milsuch as coffee and tea' (geck 1968) ' A coÍimercial t'hree
orange
"lion Lb/yu. lticro'flakeT -'ìd.rying uniÈ, primarily for
juice' \^Ias d"eveloped in Florida (Anon" 1968) '
2.4

Microwave Heating

Theexist'enceofelectromagnaticwaves,including microwaves' was predicted by James Clerk Maxwell
one hundred years ago. Twenty years later Hertz was able
to generate microwaves experimentally' However' it was
not until vlorld war II, and the Subsequent development
of radar that the industrial potential of micro\^Iave
I mil = 1/1000 inch
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energy was recog'nised. To-day, the sales: of microwave
ovens in the consumer and institutional

markets have been

phenomenal. rt is estimated that two million microwave
ovens witl be sold yearly by 1980 (Martin 1975). The

applications of microwave heating in the food industry
are many and of growing import.ance. They include baking,
cooking, drying, pasteurizaÈion, tempering and thawing.
2.4.L

Properties of Micrôwavês
Microwaves are a form of electromagnetic radia-

tion, differing from other electromagnetic radiations such
as light !ì/aves and radio waves primarily in wavelength and
frequency (Figure 1). Four frequencies have been allocated
by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) for Industrial'
ScÍ-entific, and Medical (ÎSM) purposes. only two of these
frequencies are of concern to the food industry; 915 ¡tgz;
and 2450 MHz (Decareau 1970).

radiate through sPace at the speed of
light (3x108 meter per second). They are reflected by
metals; pass through air, and many types of glass' paper
and plastic materj-alsi and are absorbed by several food
const,ituents including water (Potter 19'73) .
Mi-crowaves
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2.4.2

Mechanism

of Heating

The mechanism of microwave heating has been ex-

tensively reviewed (copson 1962t Van Koughhêtt 1973t WhiÈe
1971). An oversimplified model is described below.
Molecules are electrically neutral but consist of positively
and negatively charged ions. The water molecule ' for
eXample, haS tWO pOSitiVely Chafged hydrOgen iOnS and One
double negatively charged oxygen ion. Although the molecule is neutral, the ions are unsymmetrically distributed
in such a \^lay that the molecule possesses a dipol-e moment.
!Íhen such a molecule is exposed to an electric field, it
rotates to tend to a1i9n itself with the field. when the
field. is changing millions of times each second, the
molecular vibration is so great that heat is generated
(van Kouqhnett,- 1973). This mod.el may be described by
the relationship P d U2 f X t Qx that power absorbed by the

material to be heated. by electric field is proportional
to the square of the field, to the frequency of relaxatlon
of the field, and to the loss factor of the material to be
processed (eadqêr

1979-)
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The terms d.ielectric constantl, dielectric

loss

taclcor2. and loss tangent3 (Dav and teidiqh 1971) are

generally used to descriþe the microwave properties of
materials. The dielectric constant iS influenced by several
parameters: moisture contenÈ, denSity, temperature, frequency, physical geometry, conductivity, thermal conductivity,
and specific heat (Tinga' 1970). One of the main assets of
microwaves is their ability to penetrate and heat beyond
the surfaces of materials. The penetration depth is
determined by the dielectric constant and the dielectric
10ss of the material. A collection of dielectric and
other physical data for foods has been tabulated by Tinga

.nd trtelson
1

(1973)

.

an electric field is applied. to a dielectliic, Polarization takes place and as a consequence, the electric
d.isplacement iiefa inside the dielectric is greaterthan
if trre dielectric were noÈ there. The ratio of these
fields is the dielectric constant'.

When

2

alternatíng electric field is applied to a diof the
electric, there is usually a loss of energy becausemoleinteraction of the alternãting polarization of the is a
cules with each other. The dielectric loss factor
measure of the amount of dissipation in the dielectric

v[hen an

med.ium.

loss factor.to the dielectric
tangent.
loss
the
called
constant is

The rat.io of the dielectric
(Day and

Leidish

1971)
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2.4.3

Microwave' Applications

The advantages of microwave processing are well
documented (Dench 1'971', Wadê 1972, Edgar 1972,

AnOhymoUS

Lg74\. These include hetter working environment, improved
process controllability,
suPerior product quality' and
economic savings. The industrial applications of micro\^¡ave energy are also well reviewed by Dêcarêâu 1970;
Bengtsson 197'4r; Schiffman l'970; and Edqar 1912 . Some
specific applications are the drying of pasta (Maurer
et al 1972; AnOn)¡mous 1972; Anonymrousr 1974); proofing of
yeast-leavened d.oughnuts (Schiffman et aI 1971; ¡toyer 1973),
dehydration of potatoes and apples (Huxsoll and Morgan 1968);

defrosting of shrimp (BêzAnson et al 1973) t meat tempering
(Bezanson et aI 1973); chicken cooking (SmiÈh 1969);
and finish-drying of onions (anonymous t975) ' Recent
research on microwave dehydration includes vacuum drying
of fruit juices (Archieri et al 1971); water removal from
fats (Guerga 1972); freeze-drying of beef (Grimm 196?);
and foam-mat drying of tomato paste (nzepecka et al 1975).
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2 .4

.4

Microwave Systeins

All microvrave processing systems are comPrised
of the following comPonents (JeÞp'son '1968-):
(a) An applicator through which product may be passed
to receive a desired amount of heat for a specified
amount

of time.

(b) A microwave generator of the Proper frequency, incorporating one Qr a few tr¡bes of high efficiency,
long life, low cost, proven stability and reliability.
(c) A material handling system, compatible with the
microwaves, which will transport product to, through
and out of the aPPlicator.

several categories of patented applicators have
been described by Gerling 1970. Their design is geared to
the mate.rial being processed. The basic eategories are:
(a) Cavity systems (batch) t (b) Conveyor systems
(continuous); (c) Articulator conveyor systems; (d) film
systems; and (e) filamentary systems.
The microwave generator is the single most

important component of any microwave heating device. Two
types of generator currently in use are the klyStron and t'he
magnetrorn (KumPfer 1970)

.
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Since microwaves are reflectedr absorbed or

transmitted by certain materials, many conventional
material handling systems are not applicable in microviTave
processing. The conveyor system used for micropave processing is comprised of dielectric material (e.g. fiberglass) which does not affect the microwave field; it may
be perf,orated or oPen mesh to allow free circulation of
hot air through the product from beneath (ttticrodry Corp.
Raytheon Co.; Varian Corp.; LMI Industries)

2

.4

.5

;

.

E'f'fects of' Miêrowavê:s on Foods
,

Unlike i,onizing radiations (Uv, x-rays, galllma
rays), microwaves do not possess germicidal effects.
nosen (1972) claims the bacteriocidal property of microwaves
is caused by thermal rather than nonthermal effects.
Microwave heating has considerable potential for high
temperature short time (HTST) sterilization of foods

"'''''::"''"

with improved quality (Bengt'sson and Ohlsson 1974).
Microwave dehydration has been known to yield products with
lower bacterial counts (Anonymous 1975; Maurer et al 1972).

,:.,,,'

Goldblith et' al (1968) studied the effects of
microwaves on nutrients (thiamine) and concluded that

,t,,,
:.,

.,'

.,,
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thiaminedestructionwascausedbythermalrathert'han
non-thermaleffects.Sincemicrowavesgenerallyoffer
fasterprocessingratesthanconventionalheating,foods
may retain more nutrients if so processed'
2.5

onion Dêhydration

DehydratedonionFareconsidere.dasaspiceas..'
wellasaningredient.Theyareused.inavarietyoffood
products like catsup' saucesf souP mixesr salad dressings
meet
and prepared meals. Onions to be dehyd'rated must
of the
some stringent requirements ' Only whit'e globes
:

pungentvarietiesarenormallyconsideredtobed'esirable
(Stephenson 1949). The characteristics of princípaI
varieties of onions and the factors pertaining to their
(1973) '
commercial production\^re,re Èabulated by v.n arsdale
yellow onions are serd.om used in dehydration because of
their milder flavor, infêrior color and bitter t'aste'
process of
Chan (Lg74) stud'ied the fluidized-bed drying
yellowandwhiteonions.Hisresultsshowed'thatthe
yellow varieties were inferior in color but they did
possessaflavorcomparabletothewhitevarieties.No
bitterness \^¡as detected in the dehydrated f lakes '
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2.5

.1

Mêthods

of Qnion Ðêhyd,r'ation

In the United States, onions are no longer dried
on trays in tunnels. To-day, most companies use the
multistage, continuouS-belt dryers operated by automatic
controls which maintain the desired temperature, humidity'
rate of exhaust, and in-transit speed (Van ArÈdale 1973).
of the shortcomings of tunnel drying is that
the onions tend to stick to the conveyor beIts. Van Gelder
(L962) has patented a fluidized bed process which virtually
One

eliminates the sticking problem, mechanical damage, and
Scorching of onions. A four-Stage fLuidized-bed drying
system for onion dehydration has also been proposed by
Fleming and Doolê '('1969)

.

Onion is a heat sensitive product and cannot be

dried at high temperatures. Consequently, onion dehydration is notorious for its long drying cycle (over 20 hours).
GentryInternationa1andM@c'orp.-havejoint1ydeveloped a microwave finish-drying system which they claim
can reduce gas consumption during Èhe final stage of
drying by 803r and total bacterial count þy 90U (Anonymous
197s)

.
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The production of free flowing onion requires

the milling of dried oni.on f].akes t or milling of the semi=
dried flake.s and then finish drying the miIled powder. In
a process developed by No"n'i't:J<.. Bundar. and T-,uksas (1963) r
raw onisns of the deSired pungency are comninuted into a
puree. The puree is mixed with 30 to 40% by weight of
dextrin and then spray dried at l-559.F (ZSoC). The powder
produced by this- method is claimed to be at least 202
stronger in flavor than powder produced by conventional
dehyd.ration of the same onions. The powder also has lower
bacterial counts and reconstitutes better.
reported anothe.r Spray drying
process. Onion oil- iS separated and then recovered from
onion juice. The oil of onion is stirred into a gelatinAmmon :(:1:9:68),

flavor is retained as the colloidal material serves to encapsulate the
onion oil. The onion juice is concentrated to 803 solids
and then spray dried. Dextrin-gum is used as a vehicle
to alleviate the thermoplastic problem. The t^wo components
of onion flavor - the oil and the solids are then combined
to yield the full-range fresh onion flavor.

gum

emulsion and then spray dried.

Much
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Problems' As'soci'at'ed

with

dration

oniOn

The quality of dehydrated onions is judged

mainly by their color,, pungency, and cleanliness. These
three factors are affected by the procesSing Èechniques
and the subsequenÈ storage conditions.

Some

of the

cotnmon

problems associated with onion dehydration have been reviewed by Chan (l-'974).
2.6

.I

Pinking o'f onions
The pinlking of onions have been studied and

reported by T,ukês' (1959); Yamaguctri'e:t. al ('1'965) and
Joslyn and Pete:rs'on (:19:5:8', f960). Later study by

et al (I'967) demonstrated that the pink pigment
formation involves an enzymatic reaction. The factors
that affect the rate and intensity of pinking most are
high temperatures and loW pH. Pureed. onion is especially
susceptible to pinking.
Shannon

2.6.2

B:rowfùinE

of' Ðêhyd'rated Qnions

During storage, dehydraÈed onions are subjected

to another color deterLoration called browning.

Non-

3Q

enzymatic broWning in dehydrated products has þeen attri-

buted to the reducing Sugar-amino nitrogen reaction knoWn
as the Maillard Reaction (Hodge 1'953) . Yamaguchi êÈ al
(1957) reported that the darkening effect was associated

with the storage temperaüure prior to dehydration. The
study indicated that witfr increasing storage temperatures,
the content, of reducing Sugarë was lornrer and that of nonreducing Sugars was higher. Free-amino nitrogen content
of the bulbs was only slightly higher at the higher temperatures.
2.6

.3

Aroma

of

Onions

The mechanism of onion aroma formation has been

studied exÈensively by Niegish and stahl (1956); carson
and VrÏons (1961) ; Schwimmer et al (1960, 1961) ; and'
Schwimmer and. Mazelis (1963) I etc. The onion aroma and
lachrymatory compononts arise as a result of the inter- -

action between the S-subsÈituted L-cysteine sulfoxide
derivatives and enzymes of the alliinase type when onion
tissues are macerated. Onion aroma is a combination of
several volatile odoriferous disulfide oxides. Much of
the volatiles are lost during the slicing or chopping
operat.ions prior to drying (Stêphênson 1'949), and some
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more are re.leased in the early stages of drying (eernhard
1968).

retention in the drying of foods has been
reviewed ur eonben et a'i iiôzr) . Boiin unàl iaiuntrra trgzrl
also reported aroma retention in the foam p¿tr:drying
process. It is speculated that foam drying can have aroma
retention comparable to (perhaps better than) spray dryíng'
if care is taken to avoid heat transfer limitation in the
Aroma

early stages of the drying process.
2

.6 .4

Fill:êrnêss 'in' Oh'1,ons
The pigment in yel-low onions has long been

associated with the cause of bitterness, a1t'hough neither
quercetin nor querceüln gl-ycoside is bùtter in nature.

hitterness is detected
within forty seconds of cell rupture. The bitter substance is non-volatile, non-ionic. and its format'ion can
be prevented without affecting odor intensity by acidification below pH 3.9 of the freshly comminuted onion
extract. Scht¡immer ('1968) further reported that trans
(+) - S - 1 - propenyl-T,-oysteÍne S-oxider a compound
that is transformed enzymatically into the lachr1'matory

,,.,.,

schwimmer (1967)..;c1,a,imé.d that,

.ì.,

,,

"

"

Ì'

,,, ..t,,
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substance of freshry cut onion tissue, is also the sole

precursor õf ühe subst,ance responsiþle for the bitter taste

in onion macerates.
2 .6

.5

Microbio'logy of Dêhydrãted Oni'ons
onions must be dehydrated at low temperatures

and without blanching in order to retain nost of their

characteristic organo]eptiC.properties. Subsequently,
the bacterial population is expected to be quite high in
dehydrated onions. Vaughn (1951, '19'62) studied the technological problems associated with the dehydration of
unblanched vegetabLes. Since dehydrated onions are used
as ingredients in many foods preserved by different
methods, vaughn (1970) suggested the microbial index
chosen for quality control should reflect the use and
method of preparation of the final product.
2.7

Product Evaluation
The qufr.Iity

of dehydrated products is generally

their moisture content, colort flavorr
hydration rate, microbial and defect count.
determined by

Tê-

J

2.7

.t
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MoiÌsture Cqn:tent Ðetêrmi

The.termrnolsturecontentisseriouslyambiguous
unless the me.thod used to determine its value is clearly
understood (Van ar's{ale-f'9'73') . The AnêriêAn ÐehydÏat^ed ':
on.io+ a.nd Garliê Association'(ADOGA) specifies that dehydrated onions must not contain more than 4 '252 moisture
(vacuum oven method, T\oc/l-OO mmHg/6 hours) ' Moisture
contents invariably determine the stability of dried
products in storage (Ponting et' al 1964) ' Peleg and
Mannheim (,1,96,9) reported rr,rhen the moisture content of
dehydrated onions is beyonð.72, further addition of anti-

.cakingagentisfutile.Theporousstructureoffoamdried products is conducive to the adsorption of oxygen
and moisture, i^rhich may lower the product quality'
several methods of in-package dessication have been reviewed'
by Hertzendorf and Moshy (1970) '
2.7 .2

Color Evaluation

The color of dehYdrated food products is a good
indicator of quality. Tt^¡o of the most widely used instrtrrnent. for color measurement are t'he spectroPhotometer
and the colormeter.
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A spectrophotometer measures reflectance or
absorhance as a funcÈion of wavelength. It does not

color on an!¡ visual scale. Thq mopt co¡¡mOnly used
colorimeter is the Tlunterl-ab Color and Color Difference
Meter. This instrument neasures the average diffuse daylight color of a fl-at opaque surf'ace in terms of the
tristimulus parameters (L, ãL, and bL values) -

measure

The L val-ue measures the lightness or intensity

of a color. It varies from 99.9 for total whiteness to
O.O0 for total blackness. The aL value measures the degree
of greeness versus redness. A positive aL välue indicaÈes
red. predominance and a negative aL value indicates green
predominance. Likeroise, a positive bL vätrue means more
yellowness and negative bL våIue means more blueness in
the sample.
additional attributes of co1or, hue and
saturation, can be determined from Èhe aL and bL readings.
Hue is defined as that attribute of color perception denoted by green, yellow, red, and. brown, eÈc. It is
mathematically equal to the ratio aL/bI-. Saturation
(Chroma, purity) is defined as the strength of the color.
Two

j::i'l:
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It is numericallY
Ie70)

e.quai-

ta

(rramer__g¡Q_Twigg

.

PeIêg êt âl '(19'7Q) reported that the tristimulus
determinations offer fnore Lnformation than absorþance

readings on the color changes in dehydrat'ed kibbled onions

during storat!¡e. The offi":i;al ptethods of ADOGA (1969) ¡
however, specify the rise of a spectrophotometer and that
dehydrated whit,e onLons shall not have an optical index
above 105 at 420

2.7 .3

Rm.

F:lavor Evaluation

During the. last several decades, the development

of inStrumental or chemical methods 'for measuring food
attributes has progressed substantialll'. To this day,
however, flavor factors are particularly difficultr if
not ùmpossible, to measure by any but the subjective
human instrument (Kramer 1966). The application of taste
panels and the. various methods used for sensory evaluation
are described thoroughly by,Amerinei Parigborn and

noessler (1965).

.''¡.lr
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Bernhard ,(.1,966) published a critical

revie\rl on

the various ohjective methods for evaluation of aroma and
fravor of onions' i"g''v, Man"r'"i* t"a p"r"E tigzol
classified these methods into three categories - ¡¿¡r1elf I
overall indices, gaS chromatographic evaluationsr and determination of enzl"rnatic' products .
Anong

the earliest to adapt the overall ind'ices

'('1941) who found a
methods were P1ateniuS' and KnOtt
correlation between total solids of onions and pungencyi

andFarber(.1957)whosuggestedusingt'otalvolat'ile
reducing substances as an index of onion pungencY. Most
of these methods, however, are laborious and expensive.
In the gas chromatographic methods, the volatile,
products of the enzymatic reactions are evaluated.
saghir et al (1964) estimated and identified mono- and
disulfidés taken from the headspace; while eernhard (1968)
estimated disulfides in fresh onions and dried onion products.

) devised a method
estimating the enzlmatic devefopment of p11iu'vie acid in
onions as a measure of pungency. schj¡rimnier and Guadagni

¡:'1¡].1.1^l-l'l:lìiii !:.::
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(1962) later found a good correlaÈion (r = -0.97) between
olfactory threshold concentratiOn and PY'ruvic content of

êt' ä1 (1'9'6;4) clairned that the
pyruvic acid test could also be uFed for evaluation of
pungency in dried onion powders as \^7e11- as in raw onions.
Ho\n/e\rer. Pêfê,g' êt Ut, ,,,t,n'to) found that the pyruvic acid
test - method A, used by S'chiriffinê:r êt' al-' (196I' 1962, 1964)
did not correlate with the odor-threshsl-d values of deonion juice.

Schwiminêr'

hydrated kibbled onions. It was speculated that the formation of càrbony[S, other than pyirur¡ic acid, during storage,

affected the results of the test.
Saguy', mannheim and' Pe'le'g ('1.9'70) used the

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) nethod for evaluating onion
aroma. The COD method was suggested by McNary êÈ aI (1957)
and modified by Doughe,rty (1968) for evaluating water-

soluble volatile constituents of citrus juices. The
procedure involved oxidizing a distillate of the product
with potassium dichromate and determining the volatile
A good correlation
aroma compounds colorimetrically.
(r = -0.98) was found between odor threshold and coD of

fresh onions. Hoçever. no correlation was found betWeen
odor threshold and coD of dehydrated onions. saguy êt a1
,did find that COD välues deereåbed with storage time as
well as with storage temPerature-
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2

.7

.4

'Rêhfdratlôn' ts3te

dried products are well rnown for their
instant reconstitution properties. W"on"" nt ui tfgO¿l
suggested densificatl"on of the foam-mat poWder to elimlnate
the inclusion of air bubbles on rehydration. Grãhain et al
(1965) achieved densification of orange and lemon juice
powder by a treat compaction"Procedure. gerry' et aI (1967)
reported the use of cold compaction on grapefruit powder.
Solubility of the grapefruLt crystals depended on particle
Foam-mat

size

and. ranged

from 37 seconds to 2 minutes.

Ward (1976) has carried out studies on reconstitution rates of foam-mat dried tropical root crops.

2.7.5

Microbj-al and: Ðef9ct Evaluatjiog

'

Most processors use total plate count as the
sole indicator of cleanliness. Vaughn (1970) suggested
the microbial index used should reflect the end use of

the product. Thê of,fricial Î'Îe'thods of ADOGA specify
standard procedures of speck count and defect count for
dehydrated onions.

CHAPTER 3
METHODS' AT\TD MATE'RIAT-,S

The onions (Spanish yellow variety) uséd in the

study \^¡ere purchased entirely " from the Manitoba Vegetable
Marketing Board, Winnipeg. Approximately 300 pound's of
onions

\4rere

used between September L975 and May L976.

Spanish fellow onions were seldom used for dehydration
purposes because of their mild flavor and yellowish color

1973). The choice of these onions, ho\n/ever,
was due mainly to their uniformity in terms of solids content and flavor, and their availabilit'y during the time
and season when the project was conducted.
(Van Arsd'ale

3.1

Experimenta:I Design

Experiments were designed with the following
ob

jectivei.'
(a) Èo investigate and evaluate the foam production
system for onions.
(b) to study the applicahility of the hot-air foam
mat drying process and the microwave foam-mat
drying process on foams produced from (a).
(c) to evaluate the foam-dried product hy objective
analyses.
39
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Fresh pure.es of spanish Yellow Qnions (av. total
solids = LIå; storage temperature = 4.4oC (40oF)) were
whipped \,fith the aid of known concentrat'ions of stabilizers

in a Hobart Kitchen Aid mixer under knqwn conditions'
In some instances. pre-determined amounts of white corn
dextri¡n were added to the purees to increase their sol-ids
contents up to 19? or 24s". The fOams produced \^Iere
charact^erized primarily hy their densities and oven
They were then dried to constant weights in
stability.
an Aeromatic batch type fluídized bed drier at known

temperaturesr oE in a microwave cavity at known microwave
power settings. Drying rates were monitored by weighing
the samples at fixed time intervals. The dried products
\^rere

stored in opaque snap top plastic containers for

further studY.
3.2

Preparation of Puree

Atotalsolidscontentdeterminationwasperformed for each 50 pound bag of onions used. Approximately
ten onion bulbs \^rere randomly selected and their solids
content determined as described in 3.2.L. The average
reading of these ten onions was used aS the mean reading
of the 50 pound lot'.

1:( ),:¡_
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In each trial-, 3 or 4 onion bulbs (depending on
size ) were removed from cool storage (4.4oc), hand peeled,
cored, and diced. The{.:¡rwere then blqnded at hlgh speed
in an Osterizer blender for approximatefy one minute or
till a smoothr: uniform puree Was obtained. Four hundred
grams of puree were measured into a glass mixing bowl ín
preparation for foaming (section 3;:4) ' In some trials,
white corn dextrin (Fisher Scientific co') was added to
the puree according to the following scheme (rabte 3).

TABLE 3

::

A}4OUNT OF DEXERIN USED

Wt. of Onions

IN

PUREE PREPARATION

Wt. of Dextrin

fotal Solids

0g

11 È 0.5

Z

19 r 0.5

Z

ti..O;5

3

400

9

400

9

42.5

g

400 s

72::Q

I

*r24r.
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3.2.L

Ðe'termina'Lion o'f'

Totql-É9li

-Ê

In each trial, triplicate samples of onion
puree (approx. IQ g) \trere we.ighed into 3
separate pre;drie.d, disposable alumLnum
dishes. A Sartorius 2462 anal-ytical balance
was used, for al-l the weighing.
2. The samples were dried in a Blue M power-Omatic 70 mechanical convection oven at 70oc

1.

3.

3.2.2

to constant weights.
Total sol-ids content was determined
calculations given in APPendix 1.

by

Determinalion of pure-e' dens;ity

A tared 40 ml glass graduated cylinder v¡as filled
from a syringeful of puree, taking care to exclude accidental voids. The filled cylinder was weighed to the

nearest 0.1 gram. Density was calculated as follows:
V[t of

fo;am

= and ,reported as gramr/ml.
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3.,2

.3

' Meas'urêmên't iCf' co]-or

Th.ecolorofonionpuree\ArasmeasuredbyÈhe
colorimetry method, using the ÏIunterlaþ Color and color
Ðifference Meter model D25. The samples Were measured for
intensity or lightne.ss (L values); redness or greenness
(aL values) t and yellowness or blueness (hL values). The
average result of three individual readings was taken.
Standardization of the Hunter meter was done against a

rtrhite plate having values of L = 93.8, âL = -1'1i bL = 2'3'
The operating procedures are given in the Hunter

Col0r Difference meter instruction manual. The
numerical values of hue, saturation and total color dif'
ference \^rere calculated from the expressiOnS presented
D25

in appendix 2.
3.3

Preparatioh of S'tabilizê.fs

Tr¡¡otypesoffoamstabilizersystemswereused
in the study. They were evaluate.d primarlry upon their
contribution to foam productíon and stabilizat'ion.
a Êaturated (tr.i9h-mertingl dis(1) MYVEROL 18-00
til-led. *ionoglyeefide (minimum 9Qå rnonoesÈers) I
fqam ind.ucer and stabilizer ' manufactured hy
Eastman Kodak.

::. .:"4:...:.ì

:
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Myve.rol 18-Q0 \'¡as prePared as a 10% wt/wt dispersion. Twenty gralns of Nt1'vero1 18-00 granules l{ere
(6OoC¡ '
added v¡ith stirrlng to L80 g of heated tap water

Themixturewasagitatedvigorouslyf,or5minutes'or
disuntil there were no discrete particLes present. The
persion was cool-ed ts lhe d.esired processing temperature '
homogenous
continuous stirring r^¡as necessary to maintain a
dispersion.

(2)ADMULl4o5(formerlyAdmulPolyester5T)polyglycerol ester prepared by the inter¡eeteÈifieation of
polg¡Elygerol':¡witl¡'-:ifgigtrycerided: or fatty acid's'
It has more hydrophilic properties than the conventional inonoesters. Supplier - Food I'ndustries Ltd '
BromboroughPortrWirralMerseysid'eL624SU'U'K'

Admul1405waspreparedasalOswt/wtdispersion. Twenty grams of Admul 1405 (microbead form) were
placedina6ozblend.ingjarandlEOgofboilingwater
wereadded.ThemixturewasblendedforL-I/zminutes
and stored at 69oC with constant agitation.
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3.4

PreÞãr'aÈ.ion'

o'f Foam

carried qut at room temperature
(21 t 1oC). Four hundrqd. graüS of oniqn Puree. plus Predetermined levels of dextrin, and plus prede.termined levels
of stabilizer (Table 4) were mixed at a slow speed for I
minute in a glass mixing bowl. Foaming lfas done with a
Hobart Kitchen Aid mixer (ModeL 4c) equipped with wire
whisk beater. SeveraL trhipping speeds were tried' Preliminary tests showed that when the puree/stabilizer
mixture was whipped at 145 rPm (no. 4 setting on mixer),
foam formation was superior to either slower or faster
whipping. The shortest whipping t,ime required to produce
a foam of acceptable. stability (characteri-zed by foam quality
Foaming was

and a range of foam densities) was termed the optimum

whipping t,ime.

3.5

Characterization of

3.5.1

Toam

¿

Foam

dênsitl¡

density was determined by filling a 40 ml
glass graduat'ed c1"linder from a syringe, taking care to
exclude accidental voids. Density was calcuilËlted as
Foam
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TABLE

4.:

LE\¡ET,'S.

Total sotids
in

QF

STABJTTJT.ZER ADDEÐ-

weight of stabilizer (10% wt/wt Dispersion)
Added to Maintain the Level 0f stabilizer
At

Puree

11

TO' PT]REE

9.5

Z

192
24zo

8.6 g
L2.5 g

11.0 g

13.7

14.89

18.09

g

Z
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and repart^ed as

W
determined
3.5

g/nl.

Foam

density

was

at eve.ry 2-minute inÈerval during whipping'

.2' ' ' Foam Vo'l'une

Unit volume graduations were marked on Èhe
mixing bowl to signify the volume change during whipping'
Foamvolumewasused.onl-yasanapProximateguidelinefor
accepting or rejecting a foam. Foams with a volume increase
of less than
3.5

.3

2X were deemed unacceptable'

Ovên :Stâb'i'1:i'ty'

Amethodfordeterminingovenst'ability\^Ias
(L/8 in
described by ward (1976). Several st'rips of foam
diameter) were extruded from a syringe onto ä stainless
steel screen (Tyler +10). They were then placed in the
Blue M power-g-Matic oven at, 97oC with cross-flowing air
for 5 minutes. Foams that retained their strucÈure well
orshowedonlyaslightdegreeofcollapseweredeemed
acceptable for drYing.
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3

.'5r.4:

Fo'afiI Quaf

Foams

ity

were appraised subjectivefy as to their

their ahility t'o
Itith.stand mechanical operations such as spreading and
cratering. using the foam spreading apparatus (rigure 2),
Smoothness. eve,nnessr' conslstency, and

to see whether they spread easily or run
through the holes in the dÈying plates. The thickness of
the foams was controlled by adjusting the span on the
foams were checked

apparatus.

Sincecrat'eredfoams\^Iereusedinhotairdrying,
it waS necessary to determine the cratering Properties
of oven stable foams. Foams Were loaded onto cold roIled
steel plates (0.032 cm x 25 cm x 25 cm) I perforated wiÈh
staggered 3.2 mm diam. holes on 4.8 mm centers. The loaded
trays \Á¡ere cratered in the apparatus described by Ward
(w-) by. b[asting a jet of air at the bottom of the trays.
The laboratory-I,i.ne compressed air was carefully controlled
so that the foams \,\rere perforated around t'he holes and
not splattered of f the trqys. The cratered foams that
maintaj-ned.

their perforated forms without collapSing

said to have

good,

crateÈing proPerties.

Were

:

,i,,,,r.,,

,.',..:

,

"":''"'

,
::"
",'
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During the'drying study, foans were cratered
at the bottom of the Ae.romatic fluid.ized-bed dryer instead
Of the cratering apparatus. The air ve,focity Was carefully

selected to avoid splattering.

3.6

'

Drying Situdy

'

stabfe foams of good quality \^rere
used in the drying studles. T\,rro methods of drying \^rere
investigated: (1) Hot aJ.r drying'¡ (2) Microwave drying.
Several parameters such as drying temperaturer foam
thickness, foam density, and microv¡ave po\\rer level were
OnI-y oven

studied.
3.6

.1

Hot Air D'rl"ing
A preliminary drying study was performed using

the Blue M Power-O-Matic convection oven. Plates of
cratered and non-cratered foams were dried in crosS-flow
air with varying temperatures. Drying rates were found
EOoc),
to be slow at practical temperatures (6Ooc
and pinking was extensive. The Convection Oven \,tras
abandoned in favor of the rnore efficient Aeromatic Ðryer.

il

t:

ji,::,j:::

:ìïr:"-ì1:ì.1:::::î

s0

The drying rates of foams containing

11?

'

Lgz

solids were studf ed. The foam hras sPread 6 ' 4 mm
(L/4") or 3.2 mm (1,/8") thtck onto a perforated steel
plate,and then dried at 600 È 2ac or 70o È 2oc in an
Aeromatic Bat'ch tyPe STS 5 Fl-uidized Bed Dryer (manuf '
Aeromatic Ltd., Basler' Srit""rLand) . An air flow rate of
9.4 x LO-z t3¡""" (190 cfin) was used which also facilitated
crateríng of the foam. *fr" d,rying rate was monitored by
weighing the sample at 5 minute intervals on a Sartorius
top loading balance (Uodel 2253). Drying was terminated
rtrhen the sample weight remained constant.
and, 24å

3.6.?

MicrôWavê Ðryihg

only foams of 11? solids (i-e. no dextrin) were
studied. The stiff foam was Spread 6.4 mm (L/4" ) or L2.7
flrm (L/2") thick onto fiberglass teflon coated mesh sheets.
Cratering \^ras not necessary beCause of t'he nature of microwave heating. The foam was dried in a Gerling-Moore
microwave cavity equipped with an air blower (flow rate =
8.6 x L0-2 *3,/s"c or 173 cfm). A Varian Industrial
slrstems Model PPS - 2.54 power pack whiCh operated at
with a continuous adjustable power out'put range
2.5 kW was used as the power source. The power

2450 MHZ

of 0

.

!l

¡:
I
I
,,.i
't

l,r l

Figur:e 2.

,

ltli

The Foam Spreading Appanatus.
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defivered into and reflected from the micro\{ave cavity Was
monitored by a Varian EW3 - DPM3S Power meter' An external
view of the microwave'drying equipment is Shown in Figure

3. Several power le.vels were tested initiallyr and the
levels of 1.0 kVf and L.5 kW were found to be most Pfâcticable. The drying rate WaS mQnitored by Weighing the Sample
every2minutè,sunti1aconstantwei9hÈwasattained
Towards the end of the drying cycJ-e when the reflected
power reached the leve! of 0.45 - 0.5 kftr it r^raS necessary
to reduce the forward power down to 0 .5 kVü to prevent t'he
high dose of reflected power from damaging the magnetron
The surface temperature of the samples ,:'rwâs measured
qualitatively by using Tempilabels. These t'emperature indicators are strips or labelS impregnaÈed trith dots of
heat sensitive materials which undergo color change $rhen
specified temperatures are reached. The humidity of the
drying air was measured by a Taylor sling-shot WeÈ bulb/
dry bulb Hygrometer. The finished product hlas removed from
the trays and stored in plastic Lab-Tek containers at
room temperature.

,
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Figune 3. Exter.nal view of the Mic:rowave Drying System.
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3.7

Product Sluqy

3.7 .1

Mois,trrre Con'Èent
The moisture. content in the finished product

t¡as determined. by drying under vacuum (7Qoc' 100

mm Hg,

6 hours) as given in the OfficLal Me.thods of the American
Dehydrated onions and Garlic Association (aooea¡. The
determinations were done in duplicateS.
3.7 .2

Co:lor

The color of the dried product was analysed by

tristimulus colorimetry using a Hunterlab Model D25 Color
and Color Difference Meter. The procedure W'as described in
3.2.3 for measuring the color of puree. Each sample was
measured in triplicate and the results were reported as
average readings.

3.7.3

Rêconstitutioh Study
lvard ('197'6) reported a method for measuring

reconstitution. A weighed sample vüas Poured quickly int'o
a beaker of heated water (8OoC) of known weight. The mixture was stirred until fuIly" rehydrated. The time interval
between the addition of sample and ful} rehydration was
timed and reported as reconstitution time.
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3.7.4' '

Arom'a Study

The Chemical Qxygen Demand (cOp) method for
evaluating onion aroma as modified by suEuy na .i (rgzo)
was used Èo monitor the punge.ncy af the onion Puree, the
hot air dried onion powder. and the micro\i¡ave dried onion
powder.

To a sample of 10;Q I (moisture free basis) of
onion or onion product 100 ml- of distilled water were
added into a 500 ml distill-ation flask. The slurry was

left for 15 min with occasional stirring at room t'emperature and then distilled sloWly on an heating p}ate. The
first 10 ml \^¡ere collected. To the 10 ml distillate 5 ml
of 0.25 N pot,assium dichromate were added in a 100 mI
flask and stirred carefully. During stirring 15 ml conc.
phosphoric acid. \¡rere slowly add.ed. AfÈer reflux for l0
min the mixture was brought to room temperature in a
water bath. The percent transmittance was determined at
650 nm in a Unicam SP600 Series 2 Spectrophotometer. As

water was used, after adding the oxid.izing
mixture and refluxing as noted before. A standard Cal-ibration curve was prepared hy oxidizlng 10 ml sucrose
a blank, distilled

solutions of known concentrations. The reSults
expressed as ppm COD or ppm volatiles.

\^¡ere

CHAPTER

-4

RSSULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

4.1

The purpose of this thesis was to study the
application of t'he foam-mat drying process on a heat

sensitive product - onion. In this stud.y, several areas
of concern vlere investigated. These ülere:
(a) The various factors affecting the production of
stable foams from onions.
(b) Characterization of such foams'
(c) A time - temperature study on the foams by utilizing
the hot-air convection drying method, and the microradiation drYing method.
(d) Evaluation of the foam-mat dried product'
\ÀIave

aration

Evaluation

The preparation of puree was the first

step

in the foam production process. Fresh onions \47ere
btrended in order to achieve a liquid or semi-liquid form'
The liquid puree was maintaj-ned at a certain consi-stency
and homogeneity before whipping or foamLng'
56
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The consistency of the puree determines its
whipping or foaming properties. The more fluid the
system the easier it can be whipped. on the other hand'

Hartetal(1963)andBates(1964)foundthaÈthemore
viscous or the higher the fiber content present in the
puree, the lower the solids content that is necessary for
the product,ion of a stable foam. The total solids contents of the onions r.rsed were found to fall within
11 t 0.5 Z. A liquid containing this level of solids is
generally eonsidered to be too thin for whipping. However'

the large amount of pulp present in the syst'em enabled
the puree to be fo]æmed successfully. Two levels of corn
dextrin were add.ed to the puree in order to bring the
solids content from 11? up to L94 and. 24e" respectively.
On visual inspection, the consistency of the puree remained fairly constant after the addition of dextrin'
ThecoloroftheonionPuree\^Tasmeasuredby
the Hunterlab Color Difference Meter (see Tab1e 9 '
section 4.6.3). The puree had a light' yellow apPearance

freshly blended. on standing, some of the onion
juice became separated from the pulp and the yellow color
appeared more intense. Pinking or other discoloration was
not observed even after t hour of maceration'

when
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4.3

Evaluatio

4.3.1

Stabilizers

or stabilizers \^7ere chosen
for the foam characterization study. These \^rere, (a)
Myverol 18-OO, a monoglyceride (GMS), and (b) Admul 1405'
Two foaming agent's

a polyglycerol ester. Three levels of sÈabilizers (1.0?,
1.33, 1.5?) based on the dry weight of the puree vrere
used in trials

where dextrin was added; and a 2Z level

used in trials

where no dextrin was added-

was

Both stabilizers had similar procedures of
preparation and required stringent temperature control
and agitation to attain the smooth and homogeneous disper-

sions. The two stabilizers \^lere judged according to their
foaming properties, foam development times, foam stabilJ-zing
properties, and effects on foam quality.
Myverol 18-00 and Admul 1405 were found to have
excellent foaming properties when used in 1ow concentrations.
Both stabilizers could produce sÈiff, dry, and low density

suitable for spreadingr crätêring and
drying. By holding the total solids content constant and
foams which \4rere
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increasing the foam stabilizer concentrations, foams of
progressively lov¡er densities \^rere produced (Figures 4 ' 7) .

Myverol18-00wasfoundtopromotefasterfoam
In the puree
development than Admul 1405 in most trials.
systems (LgZ T.S. , 242 T.S.) where dextrin was added, good
quality foams \^rere produced within 6-10 minutes of whipping
when the former stabilizer was used. In the puree systems
(11% T.S.) containing no corn dextrin, a higher proportion
of stabilizer was required to produce foams of good quality.
A 2Z leve} of Admul 1405 was found to perform better than
the same amount of Myverol 18-00 (Figure 8). It was this
finding that prompted the selection of Admul 1405 in the

drying studies.
4

.3.2

Foam Temperature

Ðuring Vühipping

tiart et al (1963) found that in most cases, less
foam stabilizer was required at low temperatures. It was
reasoned that purees or concentrates tended to become more
viscous at low temperatures and could be foamed more
easily. In this study, foaming or whipping was done at
ambient room temperature (21o ù loq). The temperature of
the foaming system could only be varied by varying the
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temperature of the starting material'

Since onion

was

considered to be a heat sensitive product, high temperature
foaming experiments were ruled out. Experiments were performed by using two sets of foaming temperature. In set

from cool storage (4.¿oC), pureed,
and whipped immediately. The foaming temperature increased

l, onions

\Â/ere removed

(6808)
s1owly from lOoC (SOor) just before whipping to 20oC
at the end of whipping when the foam started to equilibrate
\^rith the ambient temperature. In set 2 , onions \^Iere

to equilibraÈe to room
temperature before whipping. It was found that foaming
was slightly better at set 1 conilitions. subsequent
foaming trials \^Iere practised under set I conditions '
removed from storage and allowed

4.3.3

WhiPPing SPeed

Hart et al (1963) found that foam formation \^las
affected by the amount of agitation or whipping speed'
In some instances, excessive whipping speed was noted to
produce a coarse foam or prevent foaming altogether'
Hart et al recofltmended a fast whipping speed for producÈs
of high viscosity (tomato paste, pumpkin, apricot) and
a slow whipping speed for products of low viscosity
(orange juice concentrate). The onion puree used in
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high in consistency
but low in total solids (113 24e") . Thus, several
whipping speeds hrere tested in order to establish an
optimum one. IrÎhen onion purees incorporated with dif ferent
levels of dextrin and stabilizers Ì¡¡ere whipped at high
speeds (*a, and *10 sett,ing on Hobart Kitchen Aid Mixer),
foam formation failed to occur. When a #0 setting was
used, a small increase in volume was observed. Vühen
whipping was done on the #4 setting, foam formation r¡ras
rapid and consistent over the concentrations of stabilizers
used. The speed correlated to the #+ setting was equal
to l-45 rpm. Foaming did not occur at slower whipping speeds.
foaming was considered to be fairly

4

.3.4

Whipping Tiine

The length of whipping time was found. to vary

according to the product, stabil.izer typerand stabilizer
coneentration. Low viscosity products such as apple and
orange juices required a lengthy residence time to permit

the development of the finely - divided stiff foam,'
whereas prolonged whipping of some foams (e.9. tomato pqsteB
with cMS) could cause them to collapse (Haqt e! e¿-19-6-3).
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different patterns of onion foam development \¡rere observed. In the Myverol 18-00 system, foam density decreased rapidly during the initial 6-10 minutes and
the foam volume reached a maximum. On prolonged whipping,
the foam collapsed just as rapidly as it was formed. Foam
density increased although it never reached the original
puree density. When the change in foam density was plotted
against the whipping time, a parabolic rel-ationship was
obtained. This pattern shifÈed somewhat r,,rhen dexÈrin and
different proportions of stabilizer hrere used (rigures 4
e 5) but the shape generally remained the same.
Two

In the Admul 1405 (polyglycerol ester) system,
foam development was slighÈIy slower. Foam density decreased rapidly over the first 8-10 minutes and then
tapered off when whipping cont,inued. On prolonged whipping,
the foam density remained almost constant (in most cases,
a slight decrease), and the foam also maintained its
maximum volume. The graph of foam density versus whipping
time showed some shifts when dext.rin and. different proportions of stabilizer \^¡ere used (Figures 6 & 7I . The
ability of the Admul 1405 stabilizer to maintain foam
integrity upon prolonged whipping h¡as another reason that
it was chosen for the drying study.
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4.4

Characte¡i:g:¿¿:iq;¡¡ :of: Foarns

4.4.L

Foam Ðensity

The foam density at various stages of whipping

by filling a short-stem glass cylinder of
known volume. The density of the starting mixture (puree
with or without dextrin plus stabilizer dispersion) $tas
measured just prior to whipping. As whipping progressed,
the starting mixture entrapped more air and became lighter,
its denÉity decreased rapidly and its volume increased.
At some stage of whipping, the particular foam acquired a
minimum density and a maximum volume. FurÈher whipping
could only cause the foam to collapsêr and hence cause an
increase in density.
r,rras

measured

density was found to depend on the solids
content and the amount of air entrapped in the foam. Thus,
foams of different solids content but having the same foam
Foam

density \^rere found to dif fer in many respects. The most
noticeable difference was their fluidity or consistency.
This parameter was not measured experimentally.
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In this study, a foam was found to be stable when
it attained a certain range of foam densities. This range
of foam densities \^¡as used for characterizing foams of,
various solids content (fa¡l-e 5).

TABLE

CHARACTERIZATION OF FOAIvIS BY DENSITY RANGE

Range o

TOTAI SOLTDS

11

Z

CONTENT

required for foam stabilitY
0.27 g/mL and lOr^rer

192

0

.30

242

0

.35

ll

ll

As was discussed in section 4.3.1' the 4mount

of stabilizer used affected the rate of foam formation
and the eventual foam density that could be achieved. By
characterizirng foam stability as described above, the
opÈimum leve1 of stabi\izer that would affect foam formation and stability could' be determined.
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4

.4 .2

Foam Vol'ume

The onset of foam formation was observed through
an increase in foam volume. A rough estimate of foam volume
was done by reading the unit. volume graduations on the

mÍxing bowl-. The rate of change of volume resembled that

of foam density, with the trend reversed. In general, the
maximum foam volume was atÈained after 6-10 minutes in
the Myverol system; and 8-10 minutes in the Admul system.
Since foam volume could not, be measured rtith ä'CCür.âClr
it was used solely as a visual aid in judging foam
stability.
4.4.3

Oven

StabilitY

In the foam-mat drying process, it' is important
'
for the foam to maintain as much as possible its original
honeycombed structure during drying. Foams that collapsed
during drying are deemed undesirable due to the longer
drying times incurred.
of various densities and solids contents
were tested for oven stability (section 3'5'3) ' This
method was qualitative and not quantitative in nature,
Foams

7I

since the rate and. extent of foam collapse were difficult
to assess. It was found that foams that \^¡ere characterized
as stable after whipping displayed good overall oven
Foams of lower solids content generally showed
stability.

slightly more shrinkage than those of higher solids content.
This was due mainly to the amount of moÍsture released.
Foams that were under- or overwhipped showed the greatest
amount of collapse. On heat,ing, these foams tended to
revert back to the original puree structure. In additio¡l'
pinking and heaÈ damage developed rapidly. The tyPe and
concentration of stabilizer did not seem to have an appreciable effect on the oven stability of foams.
4

.4.4

Foam

Quality

A foam r^Ias described as having good foam qualitY
when it displayed a combination of stiffness r smoothness,
dryness, and s.tabitrity,.. All Èhe foams that \^lere previously characterized to be sÈable showed good foam
quality. Due to the inclusion of the pulp fraction, the
foams produced r¡zere not as smooth as whipped cream. The
coarser texture, however, did not affect the overall foam
quality.
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The foams containing higher solids (more dextrin)
appeared more dry and rigid than those containing less
solids. Similarly, low density foams were rated better

quality wise than high density foams. The foams that were
too light or too fluid had poor cratering and spreading
properties. A light foam was easily blown off the tray
during cratering; and a foam that was too fluid tended' to
drip through the holes in the tray during spreading. The
author faùIed to notice any distinct quality differences
lfard (1976) ,
among foams produced by the two stabilizers.
however, described the foams produced by the po1yglycerol
ester as less "cohesive", less dry, and less "brittlerr than
foams produced

4.5

by

Èhe monoglyceride

stabilizer system.

Evaluation of Drying Methods
Foams made

:
'"i
of dehydration: (a) hot-

from onion purees were

dried by two d.ifferent mèÈhods
air convection method; (b) microwave heating method.
The aim of the drying study was to identify the drying
characteristics of the onion foam system. Basically' a
time-temperature study by monitoring the sample weight
loss was performed. Other variables that af fect'ed drying
rates such as sample thicknessr densityr çolidS cOntent
were also studied.
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4.5.1

IÏot-a'ir' Convection

Method

A preliminary drying sÈudy was d'one using a Blue

laboratory bench oven'
vüard (1976) reported the use of such an oven in his study
on foam-mat drying of tropical root crops. Both cratered
and non-cratered onion foams of 2 thicknesses (3.2 mm ¡
6.4 mm) were dried. at various temperatures. The drying
rates of these foams $¡ere found to be slow and pinking was
significant,. It vr-as,.specul.ated that, t'he aig flow: rate '
circulated through Èhe oven \ÂIas not enough for efficient
drying to be accomplished. Subsequently' a decision was
made to use an Aeromatic Fluidized-Bed dryer for furt'her

M constant temperature convection

study

Althoughabatch.typefluidized-beddryerwas
not conventionally used for foam-mat drying, it nonetheless
offered se.veral features such as variable temperature
control, through circulation, and. variable air velocity
control. rn addition, the perforated bottom of the
dryer was an excellent device for foam cratering. The
air velocity was adjusted t'o 2.gO m,/sec (570 ft/min) so
that foam splat,tering was avoided during cratering and the
subsequent drying. The air flow raLe as measured by a
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g.4 x 10-2 *3/="" or 138 cfm. The
foam area exposed to drying was kept constant wherever
possible. The weight of foam on each tray varied according
to the thickness of foam, solids cont'ent', and foam density'

Thermo-Anemometer \^ras

The foams made from onions had t'o be dried
rapidly at, low temperatures'to 'prevent pÀnkùng. It was

found that the temperature range of 60oC to 70oC

was

appropriate for dehydration. The drying rates of onion
foams were obtained by monùtoring the change in sample
weight at 5 minutes intervals. Drying was terminated when
the sample weight remained constant. A plot of percent
weight loss versus ti^me shows that the rate of moisture
loss \^Ias non-linear. Figure 9 shorn¡s that the weight loss
was most rapid at the beginning of the drying period and
then tapered. off towards the end. Figures 10 to L2
illustrate the drying curves of foams of various solj-ds
contents and densities at 60oC and 70oC. Foam density

l

is known to affect the heat' and mass transfer characteristics of foams. Thus, the increased drying rates observed
among lighter foams may be attributed t'o the larger surface areas and f,aster moi.sture diffusion rates offered^ by
the low density foams. The foam density could be controlled
by whipping the puree of the same solids content with

:::a.a.::i::r:,.it
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different levels of stabilizers. This was important in
determining the optimum drying rate and throughput during
large-scale or commercial production'
Anotherfactort'hataffecteddryingrateswas
the amount of solids present in the foam system' Foams
containing dextrin were observed to have faster drying
rates than foams without dextrin. Dextrin was used Primarily as a bulking agent in order to improve the whipping
property. Its use appeared to facilitate faster drying
as weII. One possible explanation is that foams conÈ'âiningdextrinhadbetterovenstability,i.e.theymaintained
a more rigid structure and had less bendency ta collapse
duringdrying.Consequentl.y,themasstransferratewas
improvedandfasterdryingresulted.However,whenùoo
to
much dextrin was added, the drying rates \^Iere found
This may be due to the water-binding
decrease slightly.
propertyexhibited.bydextrinthathinderedtherelease
of free moisture.
Vfhentherateofheat,transfertothefoamslf¡Ias
increased by increasing the drying temperature from 60oC
to 70oC, the drying times \^rere shortened' A further
increase in drying temperature proved to be deleterious

..':.,-- ..:-'.i.

.-

'..:.:

:,:.<,:l:

:,:,r:::
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to the final products, causing such side effects as pinking,
scorching, and an absence of flavor. The drying temperature
also affected the equilibrium moisture content of the product, although this was not significant in the temperature
range employed (6OoC - TOoC) . Perhaps the d'rying rates
were affected most d.ramat,ically by the foam thickness.
Figure 13 illustrates the marked difference in drying rates
exhibited by the 3.2 mm and 6.4 mm thick foams. The increase in foam thickness lengthens the center-to-surface
distance that the moisture must now travel. Since foam
drying is generally d.escribed as a mass transfer limit'ing
process, the drying rate is not expected to vary linearly
as .ùhe foam thickness. KomänO\^ISky êt' A1 (1964) reported
that the drying time between two given moisture contents
varied as the square of the slab thickness. The same
authors also reported that the drying curves showed no
detectable constant rate period. This claim was conÈrasted
bv c?randal< and chivate (Lg72) who reported the presence of
multiple constant rate p'eriods which might be due to periodíc
bursting of successive layers of foam b.ubbles, thùs exposing
new.surfaces for heat and mass transfer as drying progressed'
No at.tempt was made in this study to d,emonstrate the occurrence, of the various drying periods. It would appear that'
the falling rate period was dominant in hot air d'rying.
--1
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The time required to dry onion foams depended on
the d'ensities of these foams (Taþle 6)'

TABLE 6:

RANGE OF DRYTNG TIT\4ES TO

Total Solids

6ogc'-

L/4",
11

Z

192
242

4 .5

, L/8"

T
AT

700c

L/4"

50-60. io-zs . 30-35
25-30
30-40 1s-20
35-40 20-25 35-45

L/8"
L5-20
15-20

.2 - Microwave D::Ying Method

hydration of tomato paste using microwave energy. Their
findings demonstrated the advantages of microwave dehydration primarily in improving the drying rates' rn this
project, the drying rates of onion foams (11? T.S.) of tr^ro
thicknesses (6.4 mm and 12 .7 mm) \^rere investigated ' A
preliminary test shorred that the forward poll\rer levels.
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(I50 kw - 350 kW) used by Rzepecka et al were too low for
effective drying. This was due to the heavier samples
that v¡ere used in this study (150 I - 350 g versus ILz g*
maximum). The forward power levels of 1'0 kW and 1'5 kW
$¡ere found to be more apprdbpriate. In order to demon= I
strate the effect of microwave heating, the micro\fave

cavity (drying chamber) lrtas kept' at ambient' temperature
and relative humidity (2OoC, 50? R.H. or an absolute
humidity = 53 grains water/lb dry air) ' An air flow of
g.6 x l-0-2
or 175 cfm \,\ras circulated through
^3/="c
the cavity to remove surface moisture. Two other precautions \^Iere also taken in the microwave d.rying sysÈem¡
(1) the foams \^7ere not cratered in order to emphasize the

sole effect of microwave heating ì (2) only foams that contained no dextrin (i-e. 113 T.S') were used' This was
necessary to prevent. any possible gelatinization from taking
place as a result of the high temperature incurred by
microwave heating.

scheme:

The foams were dried according to the following
Forward Powêr Levels
Foam' .lfhieknêss

12.7 mm (f sheet)
6.4 mm (2 sheets)

6.4

This figure
Èhe maximum

reported.

mm

(1 sheet)

,1,,-.0.'kW

1.0 kv{
1.0 kI/ü

1.5 kW
1.5 kW

câl,culated based on the size of the tray '
thickness of the foam used, and the foam densitY

\^ras
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Thepurposeofusing2sheetsof6.4mmfoamwastokeep
an equivalent amount of sample as t sheet of L2 '7 mm foam
in the drying chamber. The sheet(s) of foam was(wére) placed
at the geometric center of the micro\^Iave cavity to receive
even heating. several temperature sensitive labels
(Tempilabe}s) were placed on the central parts and edges
of the foam surface to record temperature changes' The
more commonly used and preciSe temperaÈure meaSuring
devices such aS thermocouples were unsuitabLe because they
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might be interfered with in the Presence of an electric
field. An approximate raÈe of temperature change of the

foams(12.7mm)duringdryingisshowninFigure]-4.This
graph illustrates the instantaneous heat generation property
possessed by microwaves as the surface temperature was necord-ed ,to hâ\re jumped, from 2OoC to over 70oC during the first.
2 minutes. The product temperature continued' to climb :
:':'

slowly unt,il a maximum was reached. This "inside-out!'
temperature grad.ient also exerted a pumping action to
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increase mass transfer. AS the product became drier, the
amount of micror^lave energy absorbed by the product became

proportionately less. This was evident When the total
reflected power increased rapid.ly while the forward power
was kept constant. Figure 15 shows the change in total
ref,lected power during drying. This decrease in microwave
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energy absorption by the sample at the late stages of
drying also caused the sample temperature to drop' This
was in sharp contrast to conventional heating where

Èhe

product could only attain the dry-bulb temperature of the
drying air slowlY.
Figure 16 shovrs the drying rates of foams of two
thicknesses (6.4 mm, L2.7 mm). Since microwave heating
practically eliminated the heat transfer problem inherent
in foam drying, the discrepancy in the drying rates demonstrated that foam drying was largely a mass transfer
limiting process. Figure L6 also shor,rrs thaL the drying

rates could be increased by raising the forward p@\^Ier
levels. This increase in power was accqmpanied by further
rise in product temperature which provid'ed the driving force
in aiding the moisture to escape. The use of higher po\^/er
leve1s was restricted by the productrs tolerance to high"
temperat,ures. At 1.5 kw, the product temperature was
observed to have reached IOOoC¡ causing the foam to boil'

Asmentionedprevj.ously,theamountofmicrowave energy absorbed by the sample was related to the
amount of moisture present. This was due mainly to the
selective energy absorption by the polar (water) molecules'
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Theoretically, the power dissipated in the sanple is equal
to the difference between the forward pohrer and the reflected power. The total energy dissipated in the sample
is numerically equal to the po\^Ier dissipated multiplied by
the total drying time. Table 7 shows the tot'al microwave
energy dissipated in the foam samples, and the total energy
required to remove one gram of water from each different
sample. The computation of the latter data are illustrated
in Appendix 3. The amount of energy dissipated vüas proportional to the sample weight, the forrtrard Power, and the
total drying time. As the drying time was lengthened, the
energy dissipated increased proportionately. Theoretically,
the energy dissipated per gram of water removed should be
constant for each sample. The discrepancy in values when
d.ífferent, foam thicknesses were compared could be due to
the heat loss to the surroundings and the mass transfer

problem. A thinner foam showed less mass transfer restrictions but more heat loss because of its larger surface area'
A thicker foam conserved more heat yet it imposed a greater
mass

transfer Problem.

Table I shows the efficiency of drying of some of
the samples at different sample loads, thicknessesr âDd
tOr\^¡arct power

levels.

The drying efficiency is concerned
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IABLE 7:

COMPARISON

OF

TTTE

TOTAI,

MTCRQTI.,AVE

ENERGY ¡¡.5:$IPATED
SErS,

Al{D

IN

THE

FORWARD POWER Í'EVELS

Average* Ternpera- l1ergY Dissipated
Foam power Ave.rage. weight
ture. - oissi- per gram
sample of ftate-r oryinþ
ThickAttained pated
ness For¡rrard ñ;iãh. nam"v"¿ riñe
i:*ii:åt
( kw min] ( v[ min '
(oc)
,('dfam..)
(min)'
(run) (kv[) (qranr)
88.3
9 .30
82
16
105 .3
L29 .2
1.0
6 .4
g .50
7 8.6
82
16
120 .8
L48.2
1.0
6.4
73.3
10.36
82
20
LIL.2
L72.9
1.0
6 "4
77 .5
15.0 4
77
22
194.0
238.9
1.0
6 "4
76.3
16.60
77
24
2L7 .5
268.8
1.0
6 .4
L2.7

1.0

338.4

273.1

26

82

r8.50

67 .7

L2.7

1.0

345.6

280.3

26

82

L9.52

69.6

L2 "7

1.0

364.3

297

.7

26

82

20.98

70 .5

6.4

r.5

203.6

165 .3

L4

88

11.48

69.4

L2.7

1.5

338.6

276.L

22

100

20.44

74.L

Time required to dry the sample to 7 '52 moisture'

:;ì;).': ir-j:
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TABI¡E

'8:

oF TIIE'DRlilN'G'

COI4PARIS'ON

EEF''IC'IENCìC AT' Ð'IFFEBENT' SiAI'IPLE

r,oaos, rnrcrunisns, ero' ¡'oawanp powua inwr,s

^

Ener:gy*

Average
Foam

Thickness

Forward

Sample

Weight

Power

(Theorettcal)
Required to
R,ernove the

Ðrying

Energy
Pissån,

Time

pated

(min)

mental) of Water
(kvü min)
(kW min)

(Experi-

,**

Drying
Ef fi.el.ency

Same Amount

(?)

(mm)

(kvr)

(9ram)

6í4,1

1.0

r29.2

16

-,9 .30

4.45

47 .8

6

'4

1.0

t72.9

20

10 .36

5.98

57 .7

6.4

1.0

268.8

24

16.60

9.t6

55.2

L2.7

1.0

338.4

26

18.50

11.58

62.6

L2.7

1.0

364.3

26

20.98

L2.62

60.2

6.4

1.5

203.6

I4

11.48

.08

6L.6

L2-7

1.5

338.8

22

20.44

7

t2.09

See Appendix 5.
lt*

Efficiency,

Energy (Theoretical)
=

Energy (Experimental)

x

1008

59

.1

only \,fith the energy utilized in moisture removal and does
not account for the processing criteria of the product,
such as color and aroma retenLion. The choice of processing
conditions, tleerefore, must take into consideration the
overall compatibility between the product and the process'
A comparison of the drying rates of foams (6.4 mm'
lIU T.S.) as dried by the hot air convection method, and
the microwave method is shown in Figure !'1. In the hot air
system, the drying t,imes were in the range of 35-55 minutes '
In the microwave systemr the foams of the same thickness
had drying times of L2-2Q minutes. The reduction in drying
time was attributed to the ability of the microwave system

to overcome the heat transfer problem by generating the
heat energy within the foam. In either system of drying
studied, the drying rate of foams was cont'rolled' to Some
extent by the intangible mass transfer rate. This problem
could be alleviated somewkrat by using thinner foams¿ of
other techniques such as cratering. Perhaps the most
significant advantage of the micro\^Iave foam-mat drying
system over that of the hot-air foam-mat drying system
\^ras the faster drying rate combined with higher product
throughput. There exist other possibilities in t'he study
of foam-mat drying, such as a combined microwaves and hot-
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air drying treatment' and pulsed oPeration'
needs to be done in t'hese areas '
Product Evaluation

4.6

4.6

More research

.r

Moisture Content

The moisture content of a solid is generally
expressed as the moisture content by weight per unit weight

ofthedryorwetsolid.Wet.weighÈbasisexpressesthe
moist'ureinaproductasapercenÈageoftheweightofthe
wet solid, wlrereas the dry-weight basis expresses the
moj.gtureasapercentageoftheweightofbone.drymaterial.
Another consideration in expressing the moisture content is
the method by which it is determined. The meaning remains
Ïn
ambi-guous unless the method is defined operationally'
this study, the final moisture contents of the foam-mat
dried onions are expressed on the wet-Weight basis using
the method of deLermination as outlined in the official
Methods of American Dehydrated onions and Garlic Associat'ion
(le6e).
WhenthesampleweightremainedcQnstantduringa
drying run, the sample was removed from the tr4y and its

:"i:l::'
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moisture content determined' by the method described' (3'2'1) '
The moisture contents of the hot-air dried samples varied
between 2-42; whereas that Of the microwave-dried samples
varied between 6-9z (wet basis). The final moisture con-

tent of a dehydrated product was influenced by the condition
(wet-bulb/dry-bulbtemperatures)ofthedryingmedium.In
this study, the air circulated through the hot-air system
had an average absolute humidity equal to L2 grains waLer/
lb dry aíi; compared to 53 grains water/Ib dry air in the
microwave system. In commercial onion dehydration, the
product was finish-dried by blowing warm, dehumidified air

with an absolute humidity not exceeding 21 grains water,/Ib
dry ain. Thus, the difference in moisture among the foammatldried onions was not caused by the difference in the
drying methods, but by the moisture content of the drying
medium.

Thefinalmoisturecontentisimportantindetermining the product's sùability during storage. Dehydrated onion is very hygroscoPic, i'e' it absorbs ambient
moisture readily. In order to keep the dried onion freeflowing, a final moisture below 4? is recommended. Ðehydrated onion containing higher moisture I.eVelSmay be subject to microbial growth, fungal att,acks, color and flavor

:ir

iai:l::::,:

alr-:r:-;
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deterioration. The addition of ant'i-caking agent's such
as calcium stearate may prevent onion powder from caking.
The hot-air foam-mat dried samples \^Iere noted to remain
free-flowing even after sÈoring at ambient foom conditions
for 30-60 days. The microwave-dried. samplesr ofl the other
hand, showed considerable caking when stored under the
same conditions due' tq the hùgher ¡ÌoisEure content'

4.6.2

Reconstitution

StudY

oneofthemainadvantagesofferedbyfoam-mat
dryingistheinstantorrapidreconst'itutionofthe
product. ïn this study, the foam-mat dried onion samples
could be reconstituted back to the puree form wiÈhin 20
seconds in either hot or cold water. Foam-mat dried products are known to have the tendency to float during
reconstitut,ion due to the surface tension created by the
many voids and air spaces within the products. Floating
\^ras especially significant among the samples of light
bú.lk densities, whereas, the high bulk density samples,
such as those prepared from foams containing dextrint were
observed to go into solulion faster. Both the hot-air

dried and microwave-dried samples showed relatively no
difference in rehydration times. A 3:1 water Èo product
ratio was used. in the rehydration tests'
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As mentioned in the Literature Reviev¡' a process
called densification or compaction can be used to eliminate

the problem of floating by increasing the bulk density.
Densification also mini'rqizesthe oxidation problems during
storage, and contributes more to economic packaging and
handling Procedures.
4.6 .3

Color Evaluation

ThequalityofÈhedehydratedproductisgenerally
reflected in the color presented. very often, this color
signifiesthesuccessorfailureoftheprocessingmethod
used.Inshort,thecolorofthefinalproductshould
possible.
resemble that of the starting material as much as
certain
Some exceptions are tolerated especially when a
colordenotesdonenessorotherdesirablequality,(e.9.
toasted. onions). The American Dehydrated onions and
Garlic Association has issued a col0r standard for all
types of dehydrated onions. An optical index not exceeding
105 is the standard set for white 91obe onions. However'

no such standard is set for yellow onions, a variety
normally not used for dehydration purposes ' Due to this
rack of coror standard for yelrow onions, the tristimurus
colorimetry method was used for color evaluation in favor

of the spectrophotometry (oPtical index) method'

;
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Theco]-orofthedehydratedonionsamplescan
be described as creamy white. However, a more technical
and precise description can be obtained by using a colorimeter (The Hunterlab D25 Color Difference Meter) ' Three
scales (hence tristimulus), Xightness, redness,/greenness'
and yellowness/blueness, were measured for each sample.
with these three scales, it is possible to d'efine the
colors of the samples by position in a three-dimensional
co-ordinate system for color (Appendix 4). In this st'udy'
the author attempÈed to evaluate the color of the samples
as presented before and after dehydration. The color of
the startùng material was rendered in two separate measurements: the puree and the foam (tahle 9 ) . These t\¡ro measurements indicated a significant difference in color
between the puree and the foam. This \,üas presumably due
to the light scattering effect of the expanded surface
area after foaming. since only the color of the dehydrated and not the reconstitUted samples \À7As . measured, it
is more logical to compare the color of the foam with that
of the product. The,refore the color of the onion foam
,\¡/as the. stándard use.d for color comparison '

l_;i:-

?:^

i-
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TABLE

COT,OR EVALUAT:ION

FOR ON;ION PUREE AND

FOA}4

Total

Color

aL

Satura- Eifference

bL

: f;i6'¡l;:.r

PUREE

73.0

-7 .5

20

.8

-0 .36

22.L

^E
28.6

FOAM

86 .6

-4.0

L2.8

-0.31

13.4

13.1

measures lightness and varies from 1Q0 for perfect
aL

bL

white to zero for hlack.
measures redness when plusr graY when zero,

and

greeness when minr¡s.

measures yellownness when
and blueness when minus.

plusr graY when zerol

r00

4

.6

.3.1

Color Evaluation f'or llot-ai'r Dried

S

The color of the hot-air dried samples compared
quite favorably with the foam color. The lightness välues
(t) and thq greenness values (a¡) of these samples appeared

leve].s as the foam, \rhereas, the
yellowness values presented. a distinct increase (Table 10) '
This increase in yellowÏless is attributed primarily to

to fall within the

Same

the Maillard browning react,ion which is a condensation
reaction between the amino acids and the reducing sugars'
It is favored by high temperatures and high concentrations
of the above mentioned substrates. Ðuring the course of
dehydration, the samples became concentrated as t'hey slowIy
attained. the'{rying''t'eItlPerature' As a result' the browning
reactionwas.aocelera-^-Èed...'Theintensityoftheyello\^Iness
scale was influenced by the drying rates. In other words'

it was affected by the foam densities, drying temperatures'
and the foam thicknesses.
Tablellillustratestheeffectsoffoamdensity
on the color of the foam-mat dried samples. As t'he foam
density increased (0.32 0.39 g/ml), the samples appeared
progressively darker and more yellow' For example' ât
0.32 g/mL. the lightness (L) välue = 87 '7 and' the
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TABLE

10:

TITE COT.OR 'RÃNGE FOR HOT-AIR DRIED SAYIPLES

å Total

Color

Solids

1I %

19

?

Hue

Saturation

L= 88.2-+84.6 -0.31+-0.36 15.4+f9.4
aL : -4.9->-6.L
bL = '14 .5--å18 .5
O-+84.5 -0.25-+-0.31
aL = -3.8-+-4.8
L=

87 .

L5

^

E

L4.L+Lg.2

.6-117 .2 14.8+16 .8

bL = : L4¡8--'à16.5

24,2

f, = 88.8--+84.2 -0.16--å-0.28 13.2->16.3 11.5---+16.9
^r - -1.fJ--7-J.
€tIJ
-2.6+'3.7 t
bL = 12.7+L6 .l

L02

TABT,E 1:1:

COLOR EVALUAT ON FQR HOT-AI'R DRIED SAI'IPI,ES
mm TEtCKIitrESS')'

AT

FOUR

DTINSITY LEVEI,S

Saturation

Color
0.32

0

.33

13 .9

13.0

-o.25

14

.3

13.9

-0.26

L4.4

14 .0

bL

= 86.9
= -3.6
= 14.0

L

= 86.3

-0 .25

15 .0

J.4.6

L

bL

L
aL

0.39

Difference

-0.25

L = 87.7
âL = -3.4
bL = 13.5

aL

0.34

Total Color

=

86.6

= -3.5
= 13.9

aL

bL

-- L4.6
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yeJ.lowness (br,) value = I3.5r while at 0.39 g/mL, L = 86'3,
bL = L4.6. Likewise, the saturation values increased from

13.9 to 15.0. The greenness (.f.) values appeared to be less
affected by the change in foam densit'y, and the hue values
remained fairly constant. Last1y, the Total Color Ðifference

(an¡ values showed some increase. AS it was discussed in
section 4.5 .L I an increa5e in foam density \^lould extend
the total drying time hy restrict,ing Èhe mass Èransfer.
consequently, the foam was exposed longer to the hot-air,
allowing for more browning to occur.
The Ëtrying temperaÈure was another factor that

affected the color of the dehydrated products. Table L2
presents a comparison bet^ween the color of the onion
samples dried at tra¡o temperatures, and at two thicknesses.
When the drying temperature \^¡as increased from 60oC to 7OoC,
the yello\^rness (bf,) scale seemed to be affected the most.
For example, at 3.2 mm thickness, the b" values increased
from L4.5 to 15 .6. The À E values confirmed the d'if ference
in color between the samples ( AE = 14.1 versus ÀE = 15.5).
The browning reacÈ,ion thenr Wâs favored at high temperatures
even if the drying rates were improved.
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TABLE L2z

EFFECT OF FOAM THTCKNESS
COLOR

OF HOT_AIR DRIED iSAIvtpf,ES (11""

? Tota1
Solids Thickness
11

Z

3.2

mm

Color

TemPeraÈùre
6ooc

L
AL

19z

6.4 mm

3.2

mm

6¿4

mm

T.S.rffi

Hue tion

Total Color
Difference
AE

= 88.1
= -5.2

-0 .36

15 .4

14.1

= I4.5

Tooc

L
aL
bL

= 87 .0
= -5.1
= 15.6

-0 .33

L6.4

15 .5

6ooc

L
aï,
bL

L7.L

15 .6

zooc

L
aL
bL

= 88.1 -0 .34
= -5.6
= L6.2
= 86.4 -0 .31
= -5.5
= L7.4

18 .3

L7.4

6ooc

L
aI,
bL

15 .5

14.8

zooc

L
aL

= 86 .8 -0 .31
= '4.6
= I4.8
= 86 .6 '0 .27
= -4.3

L6.4

15 .6

= 86.2 -0.27
= -4.2

16 .0

Is .5

-0 .25

L5.7

15 .3

bL

192

TEMPERATURE ON THE

Satura-

bL

ltz

AIq qBvING

6ooc

L
AL

þL
Tooc

L
AL

bL

= 15.8

= 15.4
= 86 .1
= -3.8
= 15.2
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since the drying rates \^¡ere also affected by the
foam thickness, the color was expected to vary accordínglY.
For example, by maintaining the temperature constant at
7OoC, and varying the foam thickness from 3.2 mm to 6'4 rnm,
the b¡ values of the samples (113 T.S.) increased from
15.6 to 17.4. The L and a¡ values Were only slightly
affected. The total color difference ( aU¡ values also

varied from 15.5 to L7.4.
4

.6

.3.2 : co:lor Evalua'ti'on

Fo:r' Mic;rowave-DÏ:ieil Samples

Table 13 shows the color range for the microwavedried samples (11å T. S. ) . In. general., these samples \^Iere
darker and more yelIow than the hot-air dried samples
T.S.) . The drying study (section 4.5) showed that
the foams when dried by microwaves attained higher product
temperatures uToc - loooc) than when dried by hot' air
(11tà

- 70oc). This exposure to higher temperatures resulted
f,¡:,plodúcts thaË--.:"wêrê darker and more lrei[low (Figure 18) .
(eQoc

The col0r evaluation for the microwave-dried
samples is shown in Tah}e L4. The parameters studied were
the foam thickness and the forward power. The variation

in foam density

(o

.26

O

.29 g/mL),,was insignificant

due
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TABLE

13: TIIE COLOR RANGE FOR I4ICSQV{4.V8-DRIED SAI\tPlESi

å Tota1
Solids
l-1

z

Color

Hue

SaturaÈå'cín"

^

E

L=79.7-å86.6 -'0.22-t-0.34 L7.6+2L.3 ]-6.6+22'6
aL = -4.3 ? -6.0

bL = L6.7 + 20.5

ro7

B9

o

BB

+- Ilot-air dried, sanPles

.
oa

B7

o

i
\
B6

Foam

o
B5

Oo
I

B4

(n'

(n

C)

o

É

o

.{J
b0
.J

B3

o

Fl

/

J

Mi,crowave

dried samPles

82

o

o
o
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BO

o

79
L2

13
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L7
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18
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Figure 18. Grap! Showing-the Color of Hot-air and
Microwave Dried Samples (lf? Total Solids)
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TABLE 14:

THE EFFECTS

OF FOAM

THICKNESS AND FORWARD POVüER LEVEL

ON THE COTOR OT MTCROVIAVE-DRTEO

Forrn¡ard

Foam

Thickness

Power

Froduct

Temperature

6.4 mm

1.0 kw

770C

6.4

ilrm

1.0 kvq

B2oc

6.4

mm

1.5 kW

88oc

I

LLZ T.S

S

Color

"

SaturaFIue

f, = 85 .2 -0..34
aL = -6.0
bL = 18.1
f, = 83.4 -0 .31
aL = -5.9
bL = 18.9
f, = 84 .6 -0 .33

tion

^

E

19 .0

18 .6

19 -6

20.2

19.2

19 .0

19 .0

t9.9

2L.3

22.4

aL = -6.0
bL = L8.2

L2.7

mm

12.7 mm

1.0

1.5

kw

kvf

B2oc

loooc

f, =
aL =
bL =
L=
aL å

82.7 '0 .25
-4.6
18.4

81.6 -Q.28
-5.7

bL = 20.5
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to the use of a single st,abilizer level (22) . Thus, the
effect of foam density on the color of the product was not
considered. When the foams of 6.4 mm thickness were dried'
an increase from 1.0 küI to 1.5 kVf did not affect the color
of the products to any great extent. Although this increase
in power was accompanied by an increase ùn Product temperature (77oC 88oC), the shorter drying rates may have compensated for the browning effect. However, if the product
temperature was rendered too high, Some degree of color
deterioration could resillt. This effect was demonstrated
among the 12.7 mm thick samples. As the forward power
\^ras increased from 1.0 kW to 1.5 kW, the product Èemperarecorded to have reached 10OoC, and the ye]lo\'rrness
values rose from 18.4 to 20.5. The total color difference
showed an increase of 2.5 NBS units (AE = 19Ì9 vs.

ture

¡aras

AE = 22.4) .

4.6.4

Aroma

Evaluation

Tn the commercial prod.uction of dehydrated onions,
the aroma or flavor of the end product is rarely evaluated.

Instead, the choice of Strong flavored onions suitable for
dehydration is of prime importance. Several methods for
oniön aroma evaluation have been mentioned in the Literature
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of the methsds chosen for this study was the
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) method. Fresh onions as well
as the hot-air and microwave-dried samples were analyzed
and their ppm coD (or volatiles) determined. one of the
intentions of this study was to evaluate the products
processed by the two different methods of drying. This
hras accomplished. by comparing the ppm COD of the onions
before and after dehYdration.

Review.

One

A standard calibration curve for the coD deÈermination was prepared, by oxidizing sucrose solutions of
known concentration (Figure 19). The onion samples were

similarly oxidized and their respective Ppm CODs were
read directly from the standard calibration curve. The
ppm COD was not used as an absolute measurement but merely
as an index of pungency. No attempt was made to correlate
the ppm coD of the dehydrated samples with subjective
t,aste panel scores. Table 15 presents the ppm coD of the
various samples as dried by hot air and microwaves respect,ively. The ppm coD of the hot-air dried samples
showed a decreasing trend when the total solids contenÈ
increased. For example, at 11? total solids, the average
ppm COD of the sâmp1es dried at 60oC was 887. At 198 and
242 total solids, the sampl-es I average Ppm CODs \'{ere 6L7
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This resulÈ was partially anticipated as the increase in total solids content was made via
the addition of dextrin. Judging from these resultsr the
addition of dextrin did little in aiding flavor retent'ion'
The drying temperature also played a role in determing the
aroma content of the final products. Like colgr, the aroma
of the samples was heat sensitive. For example, ât 114
total solids, the ppm coD dropped from 887 when dried at
6OoC to 7g2 at, ZooC. The same trend was observed in
and 302 respectively.

samples of higher solids contents. one exception hras t'r'

observed when the samples were dried at an initial higher
temperature and then finish-dried at a lower temperature'

This was exemplified among the samples dried aÈ TOoC for 15
minutes, and then at 60oc for the remaining 20 minutes.
Their average, 1063 ppm CODr Wâs considerably higher than
the samples dried at consiÈ,ant temperatures of 60oC and TOoC
respectively. Thusr aroma retention was favored at fast

drying rates and 1ow temperatures.
In the microwave system, the aroma retention was
favored at f ast drying rates. v,ltren a forward power of
1.5 kW was used, the average ppm coD of the samples was
L266 as compared to 930 at 1.0 kI¡I. Wt1en the drying rates
were slowed down by employing thicker foams, the ppm coD

:l_-"1'
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TABLE 15.

THE CHEMICAL

OXYGEN

DEMAND (COD) DETERMINATTON AS AI{

TNDEX OF PUNGENCY

Tota

Solids of
Starting

Material
11

Z

Thickness
mm. )

Drying

Temperature
(oc)

6.4

Microwave
Forward
k

887

60

r063

7O/6Ot'

192
242

11

Z

11

Z

11

Z

6.4

6.4

coD
(ppm)

70

792

60

6L7

70

460

60

302

70

290

6.4

1.0

930

6.4

1.5

L266

L2.7

1.0

460

L2.7

1.5

463

L79L

(f resh)
70

**

675

(onion

flakes)
ZO/6Ooc tine samples were

drie{ at

70oc

for the initial

15 minules, and at 60oc for the remaining 20 min.
**
hour'
TOoc the samples \^lere dried at 70oC in the first l0oc
of
rate
a
20oc
at
Per hrat
reduced
and graäual1Y

,;.¡:ìJ-:,:ijl

'i-:l:ir)11::-i

i::.ì:::

::i::itli
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to 460. The samples as dried by the microwave
system also displayed a higher ppm coD than the hot-air
dried samples. Percent,age wise, the microwave samples
retained a maximum of 7OZ of the freshly blended onion
puree, whereas the hot-air samples retained only 603. Ït
should be emphasized however, that much of the aroma Was
lost during the chopping, blending and whipping operations.
This aroma loss was not accounÈed for in the COD determination of the freshly pureed samples. As a matter of
interest, spanish onion flakes \^¡ere processed in a fluidized-

drogrped

hed d.rier using the drying conditions established by .chan
(Lg74). These samples showed an average index of 675 ppm

which was a substantial drop from the original index
of 1?91. It was further noted however, that the onion
flakes had a stronger smell than the foam-mat dried products.

COD,

The extent could only be determined by subjective methods'

such as a taste Pane1 ana1Ysis.
4.6 .5

P'relimin

Observations For: Furthêr RêsêAiîch

The most noticeable difference between the onion

flakes and the foam-mat dried products was the absence of
a bitter taste in the former samples. The formatiOn of a
bitter substance was reviewed in section 2.6.4. This
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bitter taste was easily distinguished from the bitter
sensation when biting into a raÌÁr onion '
that the bitterness
formation could be suppressed by means of temporary acidification of"the freshJ-y prepared. onion puree. A preliminary
experiment was carried out by using lM citric acid as the
acidifying agent. The puree was brought down to a pH 2.65
from the initial pH 5.5o. No bitter taste in the acidified
puree was deteetedr;,although the strong tarË flavor of
Schwimmer (1997) claimed

citrate was prominent. The acidifìed puree was brought
back to its original pH by adding lM sodium bicarbonat'e "
The tart flavor of the citric acid was neutralized and nq
bitter taste was detected. Since the bitter substance \^las
a by-product of the aroma formation reaction (Schwimmef
196g), its suppression or elimination remained a problem
in the foam-mat drYing of onions.

CHAPTER V
CONCT,USIONS

In this study, it was found that onions with 11?
total solids, when prepared ín puree form, could be used
as a starting material for the foam-mat drying Process.
The conditions for foaming this puree were established,
and the drying conditions for the foam were also developed'
st,abilizers, Myverol 18-OO (a monoglyceride),
and Admul 1405 (a polyglyeerol ester) were found to be
effective in producing onion foams when used at a level of
22 (based of the dry weight of puree). White corn dextrin
Two

'i"1..

also used in some trials to enhance the whipping propertíes of the puree by increasing the total solids contents to Lgz and. 24e" respectively. The amount of st'abilizer
required for the d.extrin-added systems were in the range
of l-L.5 z. The foams were characterized by their densities'
Foams that fell within the density range of 0'35 g/ml and
lower were described as acceptible for drying'

\^las

Thehot.airdryingstudyshowedthatthedrying
rates of foams \^lere influenced by the foam thickness '
foam d.ensity, and drying temperature. An increase in foam
thj-ckness or foam densíty would cause an increase in the
1r6

LI7

total drying time, r,fhereas an increase in d.rying temperature would cause a reduction in the drying time' A foam
of 6.4 mm thickness could be dried to be10w 4? moisture
(wet we1-ght basis) within 60 minutes at 6OoC. The temperature range of 6O-70oC was the most effective for d'rying.
Themicrowavedryingexperimentsshowedthat
microwave heating vrras effective in improving the drying
rates of foams. The same experiments also showed that the
drying rates \¡\rere affected by the foam thickness and the
for.ward power leveI.

Foams could. be

dried

dOwn

to

7

.52

moisture in 14 minutes. The final moisture content of the
product was restricÈed by the moisture content of the

drying

medium

The foam-mat dried products showed a reconstitution rate of less than 20 second.s in either hot or cold
water. No distinction in reconstitution rate was evident
between the hot-air and microwave dried samples.

Thecolorofthed.ehydratedproductswasevalu.
ated by the Hunterlab color Ðifference Meter. The microwave system yielded a darker product than the hot-air system'
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The dehydrated product had a more intense yellow color than
the foam. The intensity of yellowness was affected by the

drying rate, temperature, or power level'
Thearomaofthefoam-matdriedproductswas
evaluated by the chemical oxygen Demand (coD) method' The
results showed that the addition of dextrin did little in
aiding flavor retention. In general, the microwave-dried^
product retained more aroma than the hot-air dried product
under the respective Processing conditions'

CHAPTER

VI

RECOMMENDATIQNS

The foam-mat drying process has proven to be
applicable in the production of onion powder' Onion powder
can be produced in less than L/20 of the time required by
the conventional tunnel method. The foam-mat dried product
possesses an acceptable color and it can also be reconsti-tuted in a matter of seconds. Before this process can be

declared commerèially feasible, several areas of research
need to be considered.
1"

Utilization of
The drying rates can be further improved by
a combined hot-air and microwaves drying sysfem'

utilizing
such a system may prove Èo be more efficient in terms of
A microwave processing system usüally
energy rrtilization.
requires a substantial capital investment and. its use is
generally limited to the finish-drying of the product'
As high prod.uction rates can be achieved via the foam-mat
process, a partial or full-scale use of microwave energy
may be justified.
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2. Utilization of a Continuous

Syste-m

Theadoptionofacontinuoussystemhasproven
tobeaninvaluablet,ooltomanyfoodprocessors.The
application of this system d'epends mainly on the process
Many previous studies have shown that the foamitself.
matdryingprocesscanbereadilyadaptedintocontinuous
production. Numerous contiiìuous systems for foam-mat
drying of fruit juices are currently in operation'
3- Flavor

Improvement

Perhapsthebiggestproblemassociatedwithonion
dehydration is the loss of aroma during processing. This
problem is even more acute in the foam-mat process because
virtually all the onion tiSSUeS are comminuted. Ïn order
for the foam-mat product to retain an adequate amount of
aroma, some form of aroma add.-back process needs to be
considered. It was mentioned (section 4'6'5) that the
formation of a bitter substance in pureed onions may prove
to be an undesirable quality in the foam-mat product '
Someresearchinthisareaisalsorequired.
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Appendixl.Computationoftotalsolidscontentand
moiËture cQntenf'

Wl = Weight of dish
Wz = weight of dish + weight of moist

!{3 = Vfeight of dish t weight of

tft ? total solids - ':--r
Vil^ ¿L

%

moisture

=

l0O%

W''

x

bone

sample

dry

100?

Wr

- Z total solids

sample
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Appendix 2. Computation of Hue, Saturation, and Total

Color Difference'

L = trightness
aL = redness/greenness
bL = yellownesslblueness

Hue = aL/bt"

Saùuiation = (ar2 + Af2)\

Total

Co Ior

^E

Difference
=

{to"l'*

where

(¡ar,)2 + too"l'}k

f, = 93.8 - L (samPle)
aL = -1.1 aL (sample)
bL = 2.3 - bL (sample)
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Appendix 3. Computation.of total microt¡ave energy

dissiPated in

samP1e'

Power Dissipated = Forward Power

- Reflected

Power

Example:

pryins rime
0-2 min
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-r0
10-12
L2'L4
14-16

.Forward

:ii"t¡

Average
Re,f

Seeted

Èoùer

1.0 kW
1.0
I.Q
1.0
1.0
0.5
O .5
0.5

PoWer

Dissipated

0'10 kW

0'90

0.t3
0.1s
0 .20
0.40
0.25

o'87

'26
0.26

0;'',24

Q

kvf

0'85
0

"80

0'60
0

'25

0'24

Energy dissipated = Power dissipated x drying time
min + (0.87')2 +
= (0.90)2 kW(o-80)2
(0.60) +
!io.gs)z + (o
(o .24) 2
I
.za) 2
io .zs) z +

=

(4 .75)

2

= 9.50 kW min

l.:

a:

\a:,

:

¿.!,::a : :a-\:!-. :'-
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Appendix 4.

Tt¡,e

I.,, âL, bL, colar solid.

100

lthite

Purple

Q Black

r37

Computation 9f the energy (theoretical) required
to relnove water '

Appendix 5.

EnergY required

vfeight :
'

:-l

El(kW min)

=

sämp'lê

'

to heat the
Specif lc
' p{ãÞùct'

samPle

:rTernpera-^ Process.

itgôt

'"''

1000 x 60

ehan'qe

Fime

Kcal
kW'$ln
_

Energy required to vaPorize the water in samPle

Latent
frleight
Kcal * Processing yiinute
h.eat of
x
Kg
of, v.raüer
Time.
Vaþþri'zä't'i'o'n K
Removed
E2(kW,m{q¡)=
3'4:t'3: x .2'52, Kcal
kW min
10Q0 x 60

Total energy (theoretical)' required to remove water
from samPle
E

(theoretical) = EI + E2

